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IHTRODUCTION 
Some of t^d Btost urgent needs and desires In organo-
metallic ch^Baistry call for a wider application in industrial 
and sjnathetie work# The utility of most of tiie known organo-
metalllcs has been e3q[>lored rather extensively# Accordingly 
it appears to be advantageous to have recourse to organ©-
metallic derivatives which are relatively unknown at present# 
This group includes confounds of a number of the more coBsaon-
ly available metals such as iron^ cobalt, nickel, copper and 
others* From the point of view of cost, usable orgazKHnetallic 
oompotmds of the more common metals would be the solution to 
a nua^er of industrial problems* 
The use, particularly in synthesis, of an organometalllc 
compotmd is often restricted to its participation as a reac­
tion intermediate* It is unneoessary to Isolate the deriva­
tive as 8uoh« The ideal example is the Qrlgnard reagent 
which can be prepared in a solvent and then used in the same 
medium* More difficulties are encountered, however, with tdie 
thermally xmstable derivatives* Since tSie primary reaction, 
as well as the secondary reactions which give byproducts, 
may operate through free radicals, the study of free radicals 
in the deoo)^}osltlon of orgmK»aetallic cos^unds is of prime 
li^ortance* 
PFee rsdicals ape generally considered to be neutral 
bodies which participate in reactions per ae» fhese frag­
ments do not posseaa an electrical charge* but do contain an 
impaired electron* As a result of the magnetically non-
eoapensated electron these bodies are paramagnetic* !l!hi8 fact 
ser'9%s as a basis for one method of detection of free radicals* 
This «tork considers free x»adieals to be operating in the 
various coupling reactions ti^ich take place in the presence of 
laetallic salts* !nienaelly unstable orgooK^etallic ccsapounds 
can be c^sidered as Intermediates* These coBipomds deoc»iQ)ose 
to give fz«e radicals i^ich undergo the usual characteristic 
reactions* 
HISTORICAL 
The oonGept of free redicalfi hss played a dominant role 
In the eh«Biisti:^ of organometallio ccaapounda# In hia quest 
for fXHge 2>«dleels in the oaoodyl aeries» Bunsen (1) treated 
eaeodyl chloride with zinc and thus liberated eaeodyl^ 
(GH3)24s-As(GH3)2* In addition, Bunsen (2) attenipted to ob» 
tain alkyl radleals by heating alkjl chlorides with metals. 
These experiments were xmBueeessful* A few years later, as a 
result of an endeavor to prepare the free ethyl radical* 
Frankland (3} reacted ethyl iodide with Btetallic sine and ob­
tained diethylainc* Frankland (4) also found that, by heating 
ethyl iodide with metallic sine to 150^ G« in a sealed glass 
tube, gas with the eaiplrioal formula CgRg ms formed« Althou^ 
he considered this gas to be the free ethyl radical, it ac­
tually was butane* Hevertheless, this type of pyrolysis pro­
vided the essential means, a number of decades later, for the 
l»*eparation of free radicals* 
For a long time it was maintained that there were two 
series of paraffin hydrocarbons; one series consisting of 
(1) Bunsen, Ann*. 57* 1 (1841)» 
(2) Bunsen, Ann*, 14 (1842)* 
(3) FranklanlT'^nn*# 731# 213 (1849)* 
(4) Frankland, Imi., ft, 171 (1849) j 74, 41 (1850) f 77, 221 
<1851). 
"radical twins", and the other of the hydrides of the radicals. 
Thus, ethyl hydride, GgHg. H, and dimethyl, (GHg)2» were su-
posed to b© isomeric. Even Ba©yer»s (5) initial work seemed 
to confim the difference between methyl chloride and chlor­
inated methane. With the advent of the theory of valence in 
1858, the supposition of the quadrivalent nature of carbon was 
made the foundation of the whole of structural organic chem­
istry, and the idea of free radicals deteriorated. However, 
it remained for SchlorleKsaer (6) to finally clear up the matter 
of the isomerism between "radical twins" and "hydrides." He 
showed that both series underwent the same reactions and 
yielded the same products* 
In 1900 the interest in free radicals was rejuvenated 
when Gomberg (7) isolated the triphenylmethyl radical. The 
next three decades were marked by prodigious endeavor whidi 
culminated in the classical researches of Paneth and co­
workers (8). The identity and existence of the free methyl 
and ethyl radicals were now firmly established, and evidence 
has been presented for the existence of the phenyl and benzyl 
radicals# 
The historical review is most suitably presented by 
separating the material into the following divisions s 
(5) Baeyer. Ann.. 103. 1^1 (1857). 
(6) Schorlemmer, J. Chem. Soo.» 16, 425 (1863)j ibid., 17. 
262 (1864). "" 
(7) Gomberg, J. Am. Chem. Soc.^22, 757 (1900). 
(8) See later""reTerences. 
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l4«ntifloation of Free Radicals, Thermal DecoMpoaifclon, 
PhotochflHiioal Decon?>osit;ion, Electrolytic Decomposition, 
Organoaetallic Radicals and Redistribution Reaction# There 
},o, of eours®, overlapping in the material included \xnder 
these headings* For example^ it is possible that some photo-
ohmlcal decomposition may take place in a deccfi^sition prl«> 
aarily of a thermal nature# 
Identification of Free Radicals 
Most of the laethods of Identification of free radicals 
involve the use of ch^iical means* Reaction of a metal 
mirror with the corresponding formation of an organometallic 
compotmd has been used extensively. The physical constants 
of the p3x>duots were observed and in some cases derivatives of 
the products were prepared* In addition, the f^ee radical has 
been reacted with a halogen molecule and the resulting halide 
derlvatlaed by conversion to a suitable onitjm compound with a 
tertiary amine# 
In the first positive work done with free radicals, the 
free methyl flcagment was identified by combination with 
metallic ainc (9)# The dimethylalnc was identified by its 
melting and boiling points, and the spontaneous combustion in 
air with the separation of alnc oxide. This work also in­
cluded the reaction of the free methyl radical with an antimoi^r 
{9) Paneth and Hofedits. Ber*. 62. 1335 (1929). 
However* although antimony alkyls were apparently 
a aatlafactory identifloatlon was not possible since 
the product was a lalxtiare and was obtained only in mall 
flsaotints* 
Paneth and Ziautsch (10) identified the free ethyl radical 
prepared from tetraethyllead by the reacti(m with eino to give 
dieiaiylssinc. By a controlled partial oxidation, the diethyl-
zinc was converted to the ooapoiaid, GgHgOOZnCgHg* ^Ehis oo®-
pomd precipitated as a white powder which ms readily hydro* 
lyg®d» The resulting et^yl alcohol fonaed by the hydrolysis 
was identified by the iodoform test* 
More recently« the reaction of i^ee radicals with sietal* 
11c sodium and with carbon tetralodlde has been lased as a omans 
of identification (11) • In these experiissents, tetra^ethyllead* 
without any carrier gas, was passed through a ftimace at a 
temperature of about @00^ C» and a pressure of a few hundredths 
of a MllllBtoter* la one trlalp i^ie fragaents were allowed to 
come in ccmtact with sodium, the mixture of sodium md alkyl* 
sodltm was treated with alcohol and the gases analyzed* %e 
only hydrocarbon product present In detectable amounts was 
Biethane* Ethane was the rnily product when tetraethyllead was 
used* In loaother ejqperlm^t, the free methyl fragments were 
reacted with carbon tetralodlde* The resulting alky3, Iodides 
C!ldj Pcaae^fa and faftutsclta' 'iSer** 64* 2702 (1931)* 
(11) Simons and Dial, J. S* 122.* • 2696 (19SS)* 
wdz>e then oomblned with quinollne* and the resulting quln» 
oltn© methlodld® was identified by the method of mixed melting 
points* The ethyl radioals obtained from tetraethyllead were 
identified in a similar manner# 
A ntmi&er of difficulties were eneomtered with the above 
three methods of identification of radioals» reactions 
with aetaHle aslne, metallic sodium and earbon tetraiodide* 
Often an exeeas of tmdeoomposed starting material was mixed 
with decomposition products, thus giving a aixtuiMB which was 
difficult to separate# Most of these obstacles were obviated 
by pem ttlng the free radioals to react with metallic aercxjry 
(12, 13) • The dlalkyliaercury compounds are volatile, but are 
iKtt sensitive to oxidation* These derivatives react quanti­
tatively with merouric chloride, or mercuric bromide, and pro­
duce the corresponding alkylaercuric halides# Thf alkylswrouric 
halldes are well-defined crystalline confounds with definite 
melting points (14) • It «as further possible to react the 
coapoimds with a solution of iodine in aqixteous potassium 
Iodide to give iAie corresponding alkyl iodides which were dis­
tilled off* By using a method introduced by Wills tatter «ad 
Utslnger (15), it was possible to react the alkyl iodide with 
tria»thylfiaHine to give the trlmethylaUcylaBBaonitxa iodide* This 
(l^j Rice an«i^ering«'ilbl'd** 56* 2105 (ld54)* 
(13) Bice md RodowskaanFld, * 3S0 (1936)* 
(14) ffhitaorei, "Organic Coapeunds of Mercury," Chemical Cat­
alog Cq*, Hew York (1981). 
(15) Willstatter and Utzinger, Ann*, 3^ 148 (1911). 
method serves to differentiat© the caethyl and ethyl radicals* 
The tetraaiethylamoniiM iodide Is insoluble in water^ acetcsne, 
eh3Loroform and absolute alcohol* all of vhieh dissolve tri* 
methylethylafflffioniua Iodide very readily. 
Several publications have postulated the presence of free 
alkyl radicals by the removal of lead mirrors (16, 17), It 
was found that cadalum, arsenic, w^tlaony and bisaiuth mirrors 
were also reaoved (IS)# 
Paneth and Lautsoh (19) observed that telluriiaa miivors 
were removed by free radicals. In addition, these mirTOrs were 
not deactivated by traces of oxygen. In a few selected ojcperi-
ments, free methyl fragments were found to be very suitably Idesi-
tlfied by these mirrors (13, 20). A deep red liquid, dimethyl-
ditellurtde, GHgTeTeCHg, was the only product. This compoiind 
luis a low vapor pressure at room teiaperature and em usually be 
easily separated from the excess of tmdecoBi^sed starting mater» 
lals used to produce the free radicals. The coiEg>ound is stable 
in air end melts sharply at -IS.S®. It is only necessary to use 
a few special precautions to retain the volatile coi^pound. 
Dull and Simons (21) have reported the existence of free 
phenyl radicals In the gaseous phase. That conclusion was 
based on the formation of diphenylraercury, ostensibly by the 
reaction of the phenyl radical with metallic mercury. A 
{16} i^imeth and Herafeld, 2, Blektroch^.. 57. 577 (1931). 
(17) Paneth and Lautsoh, ^ turwlssenschaften. 18, 307 (19S0). 
(18) Paneth, Trans • Faraday Soc** l79 (X954T. 
(19) Paneth and lAutsch, Ber.. 64,15^708 <1931). 
(go) Hlce and Qlasebz»ook, i". 'm. C3iem« Soc., S6, 2472 (1934). 
(21) Dull and Simons, IbldT. 3^96 (1933). 
general atateo^nt has been advanced by Hey and Waters (22) to 
the effeot that phenyl radicals In solution invariably react 
with the solvent* This could serve as a method of identifica­
tion. 
The free benzyl radical has been detected and identified 
by reactions with selenium, telluriuBi and awrcury mirrors 
(23), 
It has been mentioned previously that mirrors of arsenic, 
antimony and bisauth are removed by free radicals. However, 
the products were not investigated thoroughly, Paneth and 
Loleit (24) found that the free methyl radical attacks an 
arsenic mirror at room teH5>erature to give bis(dimethylarsenic) 
cacodyl—as the main product, acccm^anied by some trimethyl-
arsenic* Free ethyl radicals gave analogous cot^oimds. Cold 
and hot mirrOTs of antimony with free sawthyl gave predominantly 
trimethylantimcmy, and a small amount of bis(dimethylantimony)# 
With the ethyl radical, triethylantimony was formed almost ex­
clusively in the cold; heat was necessary to form any bls-
(diethylantimony)* Cold bismuth mirrors gave only the R^Bl 
compounds. 
It has been found that beryllitim is attacked by free 
radicals (24). Previously it has been reported that under se­
lected conditions ethyl radicals did not react with a 
beryllium mlrrca? (25)» 
tS2) Hey and Waters. Chem« Rev., 2^ 169 {1937)• 
(23) Paneth and Lautsch, J, 6hem» i^oc.. 380 (1935). 
(24) Paneth and Loleit, ibid., 366"Tl935). 
(25) Qilmn and Brown, Rec. trav. chlm.. 50. 184 (1930). 
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Mcs*® peoently, physical methods involving the use of the 
s^ss spectroB^ter have been used for the detection of free rad­
icals (26, 27). 
Apropos of the identification of the free alkyl radicals, 
it would he well to menti<m in a qfualitative stanner the esti-
Baation of the "half-life" period. Prom a masureawnt of the 
relative rates at which standard mirrors were removed at 
various distances from the so\aroe, the "half-life" period of 
the methyl radical was calctilated to be of the order of 0.006 
secorai at a pressure of 2 nan. in hydrogenj this indicates that 
one-half of tl^ total amount of free methyl radicals will be 
decCT^osed in that length of time. The "half-life** of the 
ethyl and benzyl radicals are of the same order of time as 
the methyl radical, 
!I^n^l Decomposition 
In this section are included all decoi^ositions nAiich may 
be attributed to heat. Because of the probable formatic»i of 
a thermlly unstable intezm^diate organoaastallic ccmqpouzidy 
coij^ling reactions in the presence of mtallic salts are 
noted, 
Qroup I, 
The thermal decca^osition of ethylsodium in the solid 
(86) Eltenton. J, Chem. Phys.. 10. 403 (1942). 
(27) Hippie and"StevensonTphys. Rev., 65. 121 (1943), 
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phase produced ethane and ethylene (28). The primapy transi­
tory product was probably the ethyl radical which then dia-
proportionated» In a more thorough investigation, Carothers 
and Goffraan <29) verified the gexwral observations above and 
found that the ratio of ethylene to ethane was eighty-five to 
fifteen# Sodium hydride was also fcxpined, probably resulting 
from the abstraction of a hydrogen atom fron a free ethyl 
radical* 
Cai heating awthylpotaaaium or -senium, it was found that 
the deccM^osition was in accordance with the following eqiwi-
tion (30)s 
4 iiCHg ^ 3 CH^ -h 
Alkyl halides have been treated with sodium vapor by 
Polanyi and co-workers (31) at a teaperature of 210® to 290®, 
producing free radicals in yields of 2 to 7 per cent* 
In general,the Wurtz-Pittig reaction is considered to 
operate without intera»dlate free radical formation (32). How 
ever, a free radical mechanism was prc^osed to account for 
the products of the reaction between sodium and chlorobenzene 
naiaely, benzene, biphenyl, 4-phenylbiphenyl, 2-phenylbiphenyl 
2,2'-diphenylbiphenyl and triphenylene (33). In view of the 
{SSI Shorigln, Ser., U, (1910). 
(29) Carothers and. OaJTm^n, J. Am* Cbem* Soc«» 51. 588 (1929) 
(30) Gar other s and Goffaam, Tbid*. 5^^ 1254 (19^^* 
(31) Hartel and Polanyi, Z* physik*'Them.. Bll. 97 (1930); 
Polanyi and Hartel, Tbid*, ^5 (1936)? Polanyi and 
Style, HattirwlssenchaJ^ten, ^ 0* 401 (1932); Hartel, !Erans 
Faraday Soc., 30. 187 (1^3477 Horn, Polanyi, and Style, 
ibid*. 30, 1891193^)• 
(32) Soldseimiidt and Schon, Ser*. 59 * 948 (1926)* 
(33) Bachmann and Glarke, £* Am* Chem* Soc*. 49 , 2089 (1927) 
- 12 " 
work by Wlttlg and Witt (34) concerning the Wurta-
Pittig reaetlon. It is apparsnt that the foraation of the abov® 
predicts 0ould be explained on the basis of halogenn^tal la­
tere onvers ion and metalation* 
Buekton (35), in 1859, reported the action of diethyl-
£ine on euproiis chloride giving a gas* Cuprous chloride and 
euprous iodide were reacted with diethylzinc and gave a 
mixture of ethane, ethylene and hydrt^en (36)« 
The action of alkyliaagnesium halides on coppsr salts gave 
both disporportionation and oouplic^. For example, the ethyl 
Orignard gave ethane and ethylene, while propylaagnesiua bro­
mide gave propane (37)« Bibensyl was prodmed in good yields 
in this laanner (38, 39)* 
fhe coupling action of ci:^ric halides has been observed 
with ethyleni# aoetylenlc Grignard reagents. Strylmg-
nesitia bromide (C6%CH= CHHga?) gave 1,4-dlphenylbutadiene-
1,3 (40) and phonylethynlmagneai\aa bratnide gave diphenyl-
dlaeetylene (41)tt 
Itl^l <7(-br<mobutyrate has been treated with mgnesiim 
and euprie chloride and supposedly gave the ethyl ester of 
(M) littig aM Witt. 8er*. 1474 (1941). 
(35) Buckton, Ann*. 109. 218ll859)* 
(36) lanklyn and Carius, Ann.. 120 . 69 (1861) 
(37) Eondyrew and Pcaaln, Russ# Phys. Chem. Soc.. 47. 190 
(1915) /~Ghem» ZentrT* 8^. I. ^ 58 (l^Iiel/. 
(38) MitakhaiXenko an^ Protasova, ibid.. 53, 347 (1921) A., 
1|U 2338 (1924i7. 
(39) lOlmn and Klrby, Bee, trav^ chim.. 48, 155 (1929). 
(40} Gllman and Parker, T. Am. 6hem'. Soc». 45, 2823 (1924). 
(41) Danehy aM HieulandJ i^d.T^^. 1659 (ISfee). 
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^,^*-dietl3yisuoolnic acid (42). 
GgHgGBEC 
2 CgHgGHBrCOgCgHg ) 
2 C2H5GHJO2C2H5 
Copper salts have been used very extensively for the 
eo«pliag of aryl groups derived from arylraetallic coarpounds. 
The first very ooa^lete w<H*k in this series was carried out 
by Kondyrew and Fcwiin (37)« They prepared bi-£-tolyl and 
biplMnyl by the action of the corresponding Grignard on various 
e\;q;)rous and citric halides. Turner (42) reported that phenyl-
B»gn©slum Ixpomide reacted with cupric chlca»ide to give a good 
yield of biphenyl. This foriaation of biphenyl lasder the in-
fliaence of copper salts has been studied by various other 
workers (39^ 43). It has been found that the reacti(m with 
cc^per salts was the method of choice for the preparation of 
bi!^sityl (44)« 
As wotild be expected, phenylcopper slowly decoa^josed at 
room tes^erature to give biphenyl predominantly (45&, 45b)• 
A small amount of biphenyl has been isolated in the reaction 
of tetraphenyllead with cupric nitrate, indicating that phenyl­
copper was momentarily formed (45G)* 
(42) Tiamer# J. Proc. Royal Soc. K. S« Wales. 54 . 37 (1920) 
^ 4., (imjaf •" "• 
(43) (a) EPiaewsky and Turner, J. Ghem. Soc.> 115. 559 (1919). 
(b) Sakellarios and ^?Tlmi¥# Ber.. 57. 322 (1924). 
(e) Mlukhallenko and Zasuipkina, J. Huss« Phys« Chem. Soc. 
53. 343 (1921) yg.A.. 18, 233l (ISSTj/. 
(44) Moyer and Ad^a, J. AmT GlSwa# Soc,. 51. 630 (1929). 
(45) (a) Reich, CCTBpt^lpeia^r.. !l77 . 322 (192^. 
(b) GiliffiBn and straley, Rec. trav. chim.. 55. 821 (193S). 
(c) SiliMin and Woods, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 65, 435 (1943). 
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Several investigations have been earried out on the re­
action of organic halldes with Grignard reagents in the 
presence of a catalytic amount of copper salts* Oilman aM 
Zoellner (46) found that with an activated copper-magnesitmt 
alloy, a decrease in yield of RHgX was noted* This fact can 
be attributed to the reaction of the RX with the RI%X under 
the influence of the copper* Prior to this work, it was re­
ported that phenylaagnesium iodide reacted smoothly with 
lodobengen® to give biphenyl (43a)* 
As with the copper halides, Buckton (35), aiai Wanklyn 
and Carius (36) reported reactions of dlethylzino with silver 
chloride* Grignard reagents prepared fr<»a bromobenzen® and 
benzyl chloride have been reacted with a variety of silver 
salts to give yields of the coupling product varying frcaa 0 
to 100 per cent (39)* In contrast to the reaction with the 
cupric brcMBlde, which gave coupling, n-butylethynylmagnesiura 
chloride with silver bromide gave a 60 per cent yield of 
n-butylethynylsilver (41)* The butylacetylene was regenerated 
by refltucing with aqueous potassium cyanide* 
Gardner and co-workers (47) have carried out very exten­
sive in^^tigatlons upon the action of organomagnesitim halides 
on silver bromide. Coupling resulted with the Grignard 
(46) Qiliaan and Zoellner* ibid*, 53, 1581 (1931)* 
(47) (a) Gardner and Borgstroia, l^d.. 51. 3375 U929)* 
(b) Gardmr, Joseph, and Gollub, ibld«. 59. (1937)* 
(c) Gaa?dner and Joseph, ibid*, 61, 2561 11939)* 
(d) QjWPdner and Snyder, ys)id> * i^* 2879 (1940)* 
(e) Joseph and Gardner, J« OrK*"^em>. 5, 61 O.940)* 
(f) Biokley and Gardner, IbidV* 5, 126 Tl940), 
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derivatives prepared frcan brcanobenzene, p-bromoenisole, £-
bromotoluene, benayl chloride, cyclohexyl brcaaide and n-butyl 
br<Maide (47a)# VJhen treated with silver bromide, a mixture of 
phenylmagnesiiam bromide and ^-methoxyphfinylmagnosium bromide 
gave the following products after demethylation {47b): 22 per 
cent biphenyl, 4.7 per cent 4-«hydroxybiph0nyl and 18.2 per cent, 
4,4'-dihydroxyblph©nyl« This reaction was extended to mixtures 
of phenylmagi^sium bromide and various alkylmagnesliaa bromide 
ocm^ounds (47e)» In all oases, except when the alkyl gro\:^ 
was ter|,»-butyl, some of the \msymmetrical product was formed. 
The same Investigators also found that the action of silver 
bromide on mixtures of benzylmagnesium bromide and other 
alkyl Grignards gave increasing yields of benzylallainea with 
increasing chain length, except in the ease of the tert,« 
butyl derivative. A mixture of j^-tolysilver and £-aethQxy-
phenylsilver, prepared from the Grignard x^agents and silver 
brcaaide, gave all throe possible products after heating (47f). 
Krause and Wendt (48) reported the decoiaposltlon of 
phenylsilver to give blphenyl and metallic silver# 
The reaction of silver nitrate with various R^Pb, K^Sn 
and H-Bi c(»i^oiinds to give Hilg derivatives has been invest!* 
3 
gated rather thoroughly# The first report of work of this 
nattire was concerned with tlie reaction of triethylphenyltin 
with silver nitrate (49)• The products in this cltavage were 
(48) Krause and Wendt. Ber,. 56, 2064 (1923). 
(49) Laderiburg, Ann.. iWI 251^(1871). 
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trlefehyltln nitrate, biphenyl and metallio silver^ The bi-
phenyl and metallie silver were imdoubtedly the result of the 
decomposition of phenylsilver. 
Bi^ause and Sehaits (50) foxmd that triphenylethyllead and 
-tin vere very readily eleaved by silver nitrate to give a 
phenylsilver-silver nitrate complex# 
C2H5Pb{GsH5)3 + 2 AgHO^ ^ CgH5Fb{06H5)2H03 
-h CgI%Ag»A^02 
These authors stated that syin^etrioal aryltin and *lead com­
pounds did not react with silver nitrate• More recently, how­
ever, it has be^ observed that under comparatively mild con­
ditions, tetraphenyllead and -tin will react with silver 
nitrate to give the intermediate phenylsilver lAiich decomposes 
to silver and biphenyl (45c)* 
Both triph«niylbismuth (51) and diphenylbismuth bromide 
(52) reacted with silver nitx»ate to give biphenyl throtagh the 
transitory phenylsilver* 
Trithienylantimony and -bismuth, as well as tetrathienyl-
tin and -lead, reacted with silver nitrate apparently to give 
the thienylsilver-silver nitrate complex (53)» An investiga­
tion of the decoraposition products was not carried out* 
fetramethyllead reacts with silver to give ethane, pre­
dominantly, and a small sciount of methane and ethylene 
(50) te*ause an^ Schmitz, 6er» 52> 2150 (1919)» 
(51) Challenger and Alpress, Soo»» 119• 915 (1921)* 
(52) Challenger and Wilkinson^ »a 9ll t l922)» 
(53) Krause and Renwans, Ber»» 777 (1938)« 
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(54# 4&c)* fetraethyllead gave butane, ©thane and ethylene 
under the same oonditlons* In the reaction of tetra-n~propyl 
load with silver nitrate, the resulting n-propylsilver de-
eoBi^osed to give 23 per cent coupling to hexane and 77 per cent 
dlsproportlonation to propane and pi»opylen© (55, 54b)• 
Other than for brief, general ooimaents on the thermal 
stability of gold co!^>oundfl, little infoldtion can be found 
eonoernlng the deGQB^>ositlon of such derivatives* This Is due, 
in part, to the smll amount of work which has been done be-
caime of the costly nature of the materials used in such re­
actions, Kharasch and Isbell (56) Investigated the action of 
aurous chloride carbonyl with the Qrignard reagent of various 
types of organic radicals* These reactions resulted In tlw 
liberation of carbon Bionoxlde, the precipitation of metallic 
gold, and the fomatlon of the b 1 s-hydrocarbon» 
2 RMgX + 2 AuCOCl ) R*R -|- 2 GO +2 Au 
Phenyl-, o-tolyl-, £-to^rl- and -naphthylmagnesiiim broaldes, 
aoad bensyImageslum chloride were xased. 4urous chloride gave 
blphenyl wlt±i phenylmagneslum bromide. 
2 CgHgllgBr -h 2 AuOl ^ SgHg.GgHg + 2 MgClBr -|- 2 Au 
n*Propylgold dibr<»alde decoz^osed spontaneously 
(54) (a) Seaserano and Riccoboni, Rlcerca scl«, 11, £69 (1940) 
Mat** EL* (1943^7* — 
(b) Semerano and Rlccobonl, Ber*« 74. 1089 (1941)# 
(c) S«3^rano, Rlccobonl, and Callegarl, Ber», 74, 1297 
(1941). ^ 
(55) S^Maerano, Rlccobonl, and Oots* 2. Elektrochem*. 47, 484 
(1941), - — 
(56) Kharasch and Isbell, J» Am* €5iem* Soc*, 52, 2919 (1930)* 
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and quantitatively to give avtrous braaide and n»propyl bromld© 
(57). 
n-G^HiTltuBrg —^ AuBr +• n-CgEjrac 
fhls decomposition may operate througji the Interaedlate forma­
tion of propyl and bromine radleals* 
Grottp XI* 
Very little has been noted on the dermal deooa^posltlon 
of the organo derivatives of magnesliaa aead the alkaline earth 
s^tals* Ilowever* the organometallic cooopomds of tibie 
family, especially those of 2Mrota*y, have be®3i studied quite 
tiajroughly. 
Octane was formed wh«i di«n*butylzinc was heated with a 
nickel catalyst (53)• fhe statement was made that this reac­
tion appeared to be rather ooiaplex. 
Concerning dimethylcadmium, the general observation was 
made that it was the most stable derivative of cadmim (59). 
The statement that i&e methyl derivatives are the most stable* 
as for example dlmethylmerou3?y, trimethylboron and tetra-
methylleady was also made. 
Frankland and Duppa (60) catalyzed the decomposition of 
diethylaercury with metallic oopper» silver and gold* the 
product was an inflammable gas, but an analysis was not 
performdrn 
(^8) Ziarfeaan and Adkins, Am* Chem* Soc*, 54, 3398 (19a2)« 
(59) Krause, Ber., 63, 99§ (1W50)V 
(60) Pranklan<l and Suppa, Ghem* Soc>» 17, 29 (1864)3 Ann,, 
130. 117 (1864). "• 
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Therm&l decoagjoaltlon of dimethylmepoury at a twaperature 
above 200^ and in the absence of hydrogen gas gave ethane* 
lE^thane and earbonaceous material (61}« In the presence of 
hydrogen* there was no oarbonaoeoiis materiel and methane was 
the predominant gaseous product, indicating that the methyl 
radicals reacted urith the hydrogen gas* 
A cooparlson of the reaction, 
RHgH > R.R -h Hg 
was caz^ied out on the three butyl derivatives* l!he results 
showed that the stability of the carbrati-aercury linkage de-
oz*ea8es in the orders RCHgHg-, RgCSHHg-, and R^CHg-* (62), 
Prey and Hepp (65) decomposed di-n«butylaercury at 490® 
loid 3 msLrn and found that a 0€»aplex aixttare resulted. The 
products were ethylene (57,0^), ethane {6»5^), butane (20,5^), 
hexane (10*6^), heptane (1*3^),and octane (2,13^)• Dl«>aeo>* 
butylaercui^ decomposed to give isopentane predominantly (64). 
Diethylmercury was heated in a mixture of hydrogen and 
ethylene and a polymer of ethylene was the primaJ?y product 
(65)* A small ffisount of saturated hydrocarbons was also pro­
duced. A proposed mechanism for the fomation of the hi^er 
tmsaturated and saturated hydrocarbons involved free ethyl 
radicals: 
(61) Ourmingham and Taylor, J. Ohem* R^s*. 6, 359 (1938), 
(62) Itojrvel and Calvery, J* gh^» Soc», 820 (1923)* 
(63) Frey and Hepp, ibid^T ^  3SST"(l"§S5) • 
(64) Frey^ Ind» Eng. Ch(Mft»«"^< 190 (1934).* 
(66) Taylor and Jones, J. to. Chem. Soo., 52, 1111 (1930). 
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(GgHg)2Hg ^ Hg + 2 CgHg, followed by th© reaction, 
CgHg + GgH^ -f- G2H4 > C4H9 + CgH^, then 
C4H9 4- CgH^ 4- CgH^ ^ ®6%5 + ^2^4 
^2^6 + ^6«12 
®6%3 + °2^4—^ ^6%2 + ^ 2% 
In a sealed ttjbe reaotion at 160-170®, dlbenaylaereury 
was decoE^oaed with acetic acid. Surprisingly* a co^aratively 
large aiaoimt of blbenzyl was fonaed (66)« Dlbensylaercury 
decoiaposes thorsially, with or without a catalyst, to give 
bibenssyl and sateroury (67)» 
ia»eiher and Otto (68) catalytically decoa^osed dipl^nyl» 
mercury by distillation from powdered iron, or metallic 
copper, to give biphenyl# Ra^uvaev and Koton (67, 69) studied 
the effect of other catalysts, such as nickel, palladium, gold 
and sflsrer, on the decomposition of diphenyliaerouz^* All of the 
metals used gave bii^enyl* 
A series showing the relative inelination to decc^osi-
tion with palladium as a catalyst was established with Rg% 
compounds (69)* !i^e increasing tendency to decompose wss as 
follows} cA.-naphthyl-, £-tolyl», ^ -bromophenyl--, g^-phonetyl-
p-anisyl-, phenyl- and benzyl-• All the mercux^ derivatives 
gave &xe coupled pz>oduot on decoi^osltion, except di-c<rnaphthyl-
lones and Werner» ibi^», 40, 1257 (1918)* 
(67) Ba^uvaev and Koton# 854 (1933). 
(68) Dreher and otto, Ann., 154, 93 (1870)» 
(69) Raasuvaev and Koton, Ber»» 66, 1210 (1933)* 
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aieroury which gave imphthalene. In this seriea of deooi^osl-
tiona, both th® solvent and the catalyst BMurkedly affected the 
course and extent of the breakdown {70)» For exan^jle, the 
relative effect of catalysts in alcohol was arranged in the 
following decreasing order* palladium, nickel, gold, silver and 
copper* In tetralin the order of decreasing effect was palladium, 
gold, silver, nickel and copper# 
Diphenylraercury was deco^osed by heating in paraffin oil 
containiing sulfur (71 )• The production of free phenyl rad­
icals was inferred frcaa the foraation of diphenyldisulfide# 
Group III» 
fhe Informtion regarding the extent and manner of the 
thermal dectatgjosition of the organometallic compounds of this 
group is rather meager. Most of the work has been restricted 
to the synthesis of such cc^^ounds* Sttidies on decoo^osition 
were essentially neglected. 
Triethylboron (b,p», 95®) slowly decomposed at 100® C» 
Porty»eight aM nine-tenths cc» of gaseous boroa derivative 
gave 2*1 CG« of ethane and 0»4 cc# of hydrogen after I»ating 
for fifty-eight hc«ara (72a)* 
Lanthanum chloride reacted with phenyllithiua to give bi-
phenyl, and with methyllithium to give methane (72b)# 
(70) fiaauvaev aM Koton, J, Gen. Chem. (U.S.S.R#), 4, 647 
(1934) AOJA., 28, 3T61-A93B]7R 
(71) Razuvaev and Koton, ibid.> 5, 361 (1935) FJ .A.. 29, 6217 
(1935)7. ~ 
(72) (a) Sf^k and Zeidler, Ber,. 54, 631 (1921). 
(b) Jones, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (1941)* 
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When one oiole of thallous clilorld© was refluxed with two 
moles of ethylma^aesiiaa bromide, « quantitative produetion of 
laetallic thallim was obtained (73)# However, the gaseous 
products were not analyzed. Triphenylthallium decoiaposed to 
phenylthallium and biphenyl when heated in refluxlng xylotie 
(74)* 
group IV» 
Many attei^ts have bewi made to prepare organeaaetallic 
confounds of the "A" family of Group IV» These axperiraents 
led to the conclusion that such compotmds were therraally un­
stable* 
fhe stability of the organo cc»apounds of the "B" family 
has been studied quite thoroughly. This is especially true of 
the lead coi^ounda, which served as an early source of free 
radicals* 
Cabours (75) reported a reaction of tltaniiaa tetra­
chloride with diethylssinc, but an organoaetallic was not 
isolated* 21ie gaseous products were not identified# Later 
investigations considered the product to be butane (76)• 
Petemo and Peratoner (77) reported the cos^jlex, fiCl^.S 
{CgHg)gaa, which hydrolyaed to give n-octane, among other 
products* 
(73^ Mensies and Qope, €ihem» Soc., 2862 (1932)* 
C74| Gilman and Jones, Chem, Soo#, 62, 2357 (1940). 
(75) Cahours, Ann.. 122T 4"S^{l662) • 
(76) Schumann, BeT.,TT, 1079 (1888). 
(77) Peteim^ anl l^eraloner, Ber», 22 , 467 (1889). 
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Dlethyliaeroiu:^ reacted with titanium tetrachloride to 
give an unidoatlfied gae which was probably butane {78)# 
Challenger and Pritchard (79) observed that titaniisa 
tetrachloride reacted with phenylaagneaim bi^mide to give bi-
phenyl# A mixture of sodiim# chlorobenzene and titaniua 
tetrachloride also gave biphenyl* o^Haphthylstegnesiuia bromide 
gave bi«c^naphthyl» 
In a sealed tube sreaction, diphenylmerctiry reacted with 
titanium tetrachloride to give phenylmercury chloride, bi-
phenyl and titanium trichloride (80). 
Titanium tetraethoxide reportedly reacted with n-butyl-
lithiuBi to give an organ©titanium compound along with n-
ootane (61)« 
Hinsberg (82) treated airconiua tetrachloride with di-
ethylzinc at 180® C, and observed that a gas was produced* 
fhe product was considered to be butane. 
More recently# various titaniua and ssirconium halldes 
and alkoxides have been treated with alkyl- and aryliaetalllc 
G<»^}o\mds (72b). The alkyl compounds gave the RH derivatives 
and the aryl e<^pounds gave the coupling products. 
fetraethylsilicon decomposed under high hydrogen pressure 
and tes^rature according to the following equation (83): 
2^ 433 (1892). 
Soc., 125. 864 (1924). 
(80) Rassuvaei^and Bogdanow, J. ^ en. Ch«3i« ). 3» 367 
4193 (193927. 
(83) Dolgov and Vol*nov7 J. Gen. (tJ^S.S.R.), 1, 330 
/^C.A.> 26, 8168 (193l}7* 
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Hg +- 2 <C2H5)^Si—> 2 CgHg +• 
Phenyllithliaa reacted with silicon metal to give only 
biphenyl (84)• 
fhe aeooBspositlon of tetraethylgersMBiiua at 420-450® 
gave a verj eoin®>lex mixttire of gaaeoua products (85). Hydro­
gen {10«6^), laethane (7»5^), ethane (41*5^), propane (3»3?a)» 
ethylene {01.7?^), propylene and butylene {12^9%), Isobutylen© 
(1»6^), and acetylene (1«4^) were formed* 
ICratui and Bullard {86} reported that the thermal decoo^o-
filtion of dimethyl tin oxide gave tetramethylbln, ethane, 
stannous oxide and stannic oxide* ^e products would indicate 
the transitory formation of the free methyl radicals* 
fhe existence of free benzyl radicals has been estab­
lished In the pyrolysls of tetrabenzyltin (23). The eTldence 
for tlM transitory forraation of the fragments was the reaction 
with mirrors of selenium, tellurium and mercury* 
Palladium and gold decompose tetraphenyltin to blphenyl 
and tin (87)* The action of metals on the breakdown of tetra-
phei^ltln in alcohol solution according to the equation, 
R^Sn ^ 2 R*R. -+- Sn 
was in the following order of decreasing actlvltys palladlimi, 
silver, nickel and gold (88). 
A host of investigators have pyrolysed tetramethyllead 
^84) ^ alalaeva and itochesycbv, lbld*« 8, 1831 (1938) »A*. 
5819 (1939)7. "" 
(85) Geddes and Mack, J* Am* Ghem* Soc*, 52, 4372 (1930)* 
(86) S^aus and Bullard^ l1Brd*T'3X> 3605 (1929)* 
(87) Koton, J* Gen. gfaemTT?*S.IlR*)^ 4, 653 (1934) FC.A*. 29, 
3662 (I934j?7 "* — 
(88) Koton, Ber*, 66, 1213 (1933). 
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(9, 16, 24, 27, 89)• Free methyl radicals were aiaong the 
products in each case. The free fragments were identified by 
raoans of the methods which have been diacuaaed previously# 
Tetraethyllead has been deccaigjosed in the usual laanner to 
give free ethyl radicals (10, 17, 27, 65, 89e, 90). Cramer 
(91) carried out the ttj^rml decoiBposition of tetraethyllead 
in benaem solution in the presence of ethylene and hydrogen, 
The evidenee favored the a8sua5)tion that the predcaainating 
reaction of ethyl radicals in solution was that of dispropor-
tlonatlon and that the ethylene so formed was converted to 
higher hydrocarbons in the following raanneri 
CgHg- + 2 > O^Hg- -(-
The alkyl ^4?^ cca^ounds above methyl and ethyl break down 
to give free methyl and ethyl radicals. Branched chains seeiaed 
to accelerate the decopposition. Tetra-n-propyllead gave free 
HMithyl and ethylene, while tetraisobutyllead gave free niethyl 
frag^nts (23)* 
Observations in connection with the low teajperature form­
ation of free radicals IMlcated that aluralnua trichloride 
(a) Hiee. .Johnston,and Everins. J# Aai. Cheia. Soc«. 54. 
3529 (1932). "• 
(b) Simons, MoHaffl»e,and Hurd, J. Phys. Chem., 36. 939 
(1932)* I, 
(c) Paneth, Hofedita,and Wunsoh, J. Ghem. Soo.. 372 (1935). 
(d) Romm, J. Gen. Chem. (U.S.S.R.J, ^  1784 (1940) 
35, 38l0 TT^41pt^ 
(e) Ipatiev, I^zuvaev and Bogdanov, Ber«. 63. 335 (1930). 
(90) Mlnert, J. Chea. Soc.. 5^ 979 (1^3). 
(91) Grara»r, Tbi^» ^ ^, 1254 (19^1). 
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reaotod «lth t«tr«ethyllead to glv® apparently f^e ethyl 
j^dioals (92)* 
Sleehmelater and Csabay (92) foimd that, althoitgh tetra* 
pheayllead diatllla imohanged at 15-20 at a teaperature of 
240®, energetic heating at 270® gave aetallio lead, sobw un-
etmnged material^ and a good yield of hiphenyl* Dull and Si^^s 
(21) obtained evidence timt tetraphenyllead waa dee<^oeed to 
give free phei^l radicalst mraely, that the gaseous products re­
acted with aercury to produce diphenylaiercury* Biphenyl waa al­
so produced* Later, Dull and Siiaons (94) found that a quanti­
tative yield of hiphenyl was obtained frixn tetraphes^llead at 
252® in the absence of a catalyst# The yields of biphenyl 
were observed to decrease at lower tea^ieraturesi higher tes^era-
txires gave benzene and terphenyla* Hcwever, Koton (95) clalmd 
that the decoi^oaition, in absence of catalysts, of tetra-
ptainyllead begins above tbs teagperature of 252® reported by 
IHill and Siaons (94)# Koton found that newly prepared metallic 
lead catalysed the decoosposition at lo^er temperatures aM sug­
gested that as an explanation for the deco^osltion at 252®# 
fhs catalytic dec<^ositlon of tetraphenyllead has led to 
intex^sting results. Hickel catalyzes a synthetic reaction 
whereby tetrapl^nyllead is converted quantitatively into 
(iSS) Orilman aM Apperson, 3• Org* Cheat#^ 4, 162 (1939)# 
(93) Zechaelster and Csabay, HE* #"117 165?? (1927)# 
(94 ) Dull aral Siraons, J# Am# CKeim# 1^#. 55. 4328 ^933)» 
(95) Koton, ibia,# (lOT")." 
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Mphenyi C58)# A similar roaction occurred with tatra-£-tolyl-
lead* KotfMi {87 , 88) studied the action of a nuiaher of cat­
alysts on this reaction. He found the activity of the metals 
in the decoi^oaition in alcohol form the following aeries of 
increasing strengthi palladium^ gold« silver and nickel* "The 
reaction was represented by the equation, 
K^Pb y 2 R*fi + Pb 
SOaELl-
There is a paucity of information concerning the pyro-
genic deeoiK|}0sition of the organcnsetallic cc^^ounds of the 
B^tals of Qroiq) V» To be sure, there are innuiaerable known 
derivatives of such sietals but they have been studied with 
other purposes in laiM* 
¥emon (96) observed tlaat all halides and oxyhalides of 
vanadium which were studied reacted with phenylatagmsium 
brc^ide to give biphenyl* 
Beeently, it was reported that organotantaluia cot^oxmds 
were aasusied to have been prepared by the reaction of tantalum 
pentachloride with either phenylmagnesiua bromide or ethyl-
m.e^aivim bromide (97)* Cimclusive evidence for the existence 
of such coospounds was lacking* Tim reaction residues were not 
worked iqj for couplir^ products* 
Ifhen triarylbisiauth ooi^efunds are heated to high tea^ra-
tures, th^y deeosd^ose into the i^tal and biaryl coaa^ounds (98)• 
(96) Vern<m. ibid^ 53r^l (1931 )• 
(97) Afanasvev. caeial^ry and Industry* 18. 631 (1940)» 
(98) Gilmn and ^ale. CfiSa* Ifeav, » 5o« 281 11942) m 
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Groxio VI e 
Aa a cons«qu©nco of th© interest ahown in th© beavy metals 
of tills group, prifflftrily because of their radioactivity, a 
coaparatively large amovint of work on the organcHaetallic deriv­
atives haa been carried out# This TJork was done in spite of 
the difficulty of tli© procedure involved. 
Bennett and Turner (99a) reported that phenylaiagnesium 
bromide reacted i»ith chrcaaiiira trichloride to give biphenyl. 
Duplicate results were obtained in later work (42) with this 
and more extensive reactions (99b)« However, o-tolylaagnesluffl 
bromide reacted with the chromiuBi halide to give only a small 
yield of the coupled product. Even in an atmosphere of 
hydrogen gas, biphenyl was produced by treating the MXg with 
the phenyl Orignard reagent (100), The metal product was the 
hydride# 
friphenylchromluBi and tetraphenylchroaluBi, obtained as 
amorphous deposits in the electrolysis of triphenylchromiua 
iodide and tetraphenylchromiua iodide, respectively, in 
anhydrous liquid airaonia, readily split off biphenyl {101)» 
Hein and co-workers (102) have also siiggested that pentaphenyl* 
chromiuia hydroxide, (CgH5)5CrOH, can eliminate a neutral phenyl 
radical in certain of its reactions. 
(&9) (a) fee'nnett anti i'vacner, J* Proc. Roy, Soc# N. S. Wales. 
53, 100 (1919) AC!A7. 
(b) Semsett and Turmr, J. c5em» Soc#, 105. 1057 (1914), 
(100) W.loh.elf»ld«r and Thlode, KHT, CTT. 4^986). 
(101) Hein and Markert, Ber«, ei.'Wss TI^S), 
(IDS) Hein and oo-workers7"Ber., 54, 2711 (1921)j Ber. 61, 730 
(1928)5 6^ li5m92^ 
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0aa<^oulO8 (lOS) carried out a rather extensive series of 
coupling reactions using molybdenum pentaohloride* He treated 
tiiw metal halide nith the desired Grignard derivative &rxSL ob­
tained the following coupled products* biphenyl (85^), bibenzyl 
<62^), bl-E.-tolyl (45^), 2,5-dimethylhoxam (50^), and 2,7-
dimethyloctane ^tie 2,5-dimethylhe3ca5n© and 2,7-dla»thyl-
octam mere prepared, respectively, frc»a isobutyliaagnesiuffi 
brcsaide aM iaoan^lmagnesiuai brcaaide. 
Hein (104) reported that phenylmgnesitaa brcaaide reacted 
vith aolybdenusi pentachloride« trichloride and tribromide^ to 
give ocoBpounds aimlogoua in stability to those of chrcmium* 
Cahours {75) reported that metallic tungsten reacted with 
methyl iodide to give a compound of tbs formula, W{CH2)5l, as 
evidenced by analysis, nevertheless, it is very i^robable 
tlmt a carbon-B©tal linkage was present# Later, Turner (105) 
observed that all atten^ts to prepare organotungsten co&^ouMs 
by reacting the m^tal halides with organfsmgnesiuia halides 
proceeded according to the following equation: 
«K;iy+ y imgX—> + 2 MgXGl 
4- (x«2) RMgX + R.R 
fhe coupled cmapound was the prime reaction product. A more 
recent investigaticm of this reaction seemed to indicate that 
tungsten halides reacted with the Qrignard reagent to give 
dazopoulos* I'raktika (Akad. Athenon). 7. 180 (1932) 
ro^., 88^ mrmisijT'-
(104) leXnT Angew.Ghem,, 51. 503 {1938), 
^05) fumer. Proc, fchem»'''''5^,. 80^ 4 (1914 )• 
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imstable intenaediate organometalllo ccai^otmds whioh -»ere not 
isolated du® to the eaae with which they docoiaposed (99a)« 
Brydowna (106) fouiai that t\»ig»ton hexaohlorlde reacted in 
ether with phenylaiagnesluai bromide to give a 50 per cent yield 
of blphenyl. Job and Rouvlllala (107) reported a reaction of 
the tungsten l^xachlorlde with pbsnyliaagnealtjai bromide to give 
metallic tiaagsten# but the fate of the phenyl radicals was not 
determined. More recently, the compounds, CgH5W03.5H2, 
(Cg^W)gO.^H^ aiKi (CgHg )gWgOQE^, have been reported in the re­
action of tu33gsten trichloride, or tungsten tetraphenylate, 
with phenylmagneslum bromide (108 )• No mention was made of 
deccsaposition products# 
Qrmxo VII* 
Kharaach and Fields (109) have recently reported the 
alight action of manganous chloride on coupling reactions. 
Ihls lesser reactivity my be due to the relatively stable 
n&tuzHi of the Rl^ ccmiipOTaMs. 
In contrast to tlie supposed formation of trimethylrhenixim 
(110) by the reaction of rhenium trichloride with awthyl mag* 
z^sium iodide, it was found that this reaction gave an almost 
quantitative yield of gases, coi^osed mostly of methane with a 
CioSj Brydowpa> feull* soc. ohim.. /~4 7 ^  1771 (1926), 
(107) Job and Rouvillais, Ccmipt. rend.. 157. 564 (1928). 
(108) Hein and l?ebe. Haturw 1 a senschal^ten, 88 j 93 {1940). 
(109) iOmrasch and Fields. J. Am. Chem# Soc.. 63, 2316 (1941). 
(110) lamce, J. Chem. Soc .. XlS^(1934) • 
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SB»11 amoimt of ©than© No organoinetalXlc c<^ound 
could be isolated. 
GPOUP VIII 
Siixaierous experiments have been oarried out in attaints to 
prepare organ<aaetallio eca^ounds of the metals of Grotq? VIII» 
Soim» preparations have been suooessfuly notably those of the 
platiniim ci^oiiinds (112)^ but most have lead to coupling 
products* 
Organoirota ooapcmnds aroused the interest of the early 
synthetic ^ganic cbeiaiats* Wanklyn and Carius (36) reported 
the reaction of diethylzino with iron iodide to give ethane, 
ethylene and hydrogen* Tht9 reaction has been checked and the 
focpaation of the products mentioned above «as verified (113). 
In a reaction reminiscent of the preparation of the 
Grignard reagent. Spencer and Harrison (114a) reacted iodo-
benzene «ith aHstallic iron* However, instead of the e3t3>eoted 
phenyliron i<»iide, there was produced excellent yields of bi-
phenyl* In a similar experiment, Zeltner (114b) was of tl»i 
opinion that an organoiron coas^ound was formed as an inter* 
mediate in ths reaction of iron metal ^ith £-iodotoluene to 
give bl-£-tolyl» 
(111) (lils»n. Soma, Moore, and Kolbezen, J* Am* Chem* Soc** 
65. 8525 (1941)* 
(112) EI!chtenwalter, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College 
(1938)* 
(113) Job and mich, C«apt* rend*. 177. 1439 (1923). 
(114) (a) Spencer and Harrison, Froc* Chem* Soc*, 26. 118 
(1910)* 
(b) Zeltner, J* prakt* Chem*. 77. 393 (1908)* 
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TIwf® waa a vmriety of ©3Q)eriinenta involving alkyl deriv­
atives# Ferrous chloride, ferric chloride aiad ferric thio-
ejanate reacted with ethylnokgnesiuBi bromide to give ethane and 
ethylem, and with propylimgneaium bromide to give propajue (37)« 
fhe ayatheais of ethyliron iodide waa claimed in a jpeaction 
between ethylzim iodide and ferroua iodide by refluxing in 
ether (115)# It is very Isaprobable that an organoiron cao-
poiaad waa formed# Ferric chloride promoted the coupling of 
aubatituted ethynylawgiwaium halide coagjouMa (41 )• In thia 
way, biaCn-butylacetylene) waa prepared in a 50 per cent 
yield# Miukhailenko and Protaaova (38) fotmd that the addition 
of ferric halldea promoted quantitative ytelda of bibenzyl frcro 
benzyl chloride and magneaium in ether. Bibenssyl waa ayn-
thealzed by other worfcera uaing almllar procedures (99b, 116)» 
Pbei:!^liaagneslum bromide reacted with ferric chloride to 
give good yields of the coupled praiuct (116}« KoMyrew and 
Pomin (37) prepared blphenyl and bi-g^-tolyl by the action of 
the respective Qrignard reagent a with iron halide a ar^i paeudo-
halidea# Brcsmobenaene refluxed with magnesium and a catalytic 
amount (4 mole per cent) of ferric chloride gave a quantitative 
yield of blphenyl (43c)• Weichaelfelder and Thiede (100) ob­
served that phenylB»gneaiua brcaaide reacted with ferric 
chloride in an atmosphere of hydrogen gaa to give one mole of 
blphenyl, on© mole of benzene, and iron hydride# Ferrous 
(llfi) Jots and i^ich* CcaiS5t» rend#, 174# 1358 (1922). 
(116) Oddo, Gazz# chiia.it&l#T"ii# 2W(1914). 
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Chloride, however, gave only benzene iinder the saa® ooEditions. 
In the formation of blphenyl in the reaction of ferric 
chloride with the phenyl Grignard reagent (117), Chajj^etier 
(118) postulated a two-stage reactions 
2 CgHgMgBr -I- 2 FeClg ) CgHg.CgH^ + 2 FeCl2+2 l%ClBr (I) 
2 GgHg%Br + S PeClg ) CgHg.CgHg + 2 Pe + 2 MgClBr (II) 
Ttm synthesis of phenyliron iodide waa reported with the 
following reaction (118)j 
2 OgHgZoCl 4- Peig ^  2 OgHg Fel + ZnClg -j- ZnBrg 
The evidence presented for the existence of this organoiron 
ccx^ound was the hydrolysis of the product to give ferrous 
hydroxide* 
2 CgHgFel 4- 2 ^ 2 CgHg+ Fe(OH)g +- PeIg 
Obviously, the conclusion drawn as to the existence of this 
oOQtpound involved a good deal of conjecture# 
Mope recently, the coupling reactions of Qroxx^ VIII 
metals wex% investigated thoroughly (119)« In the reactions 
of pheaylmgneaium iodide with the anhydrous sietal halidea, 
pi^actlcally quantitative yields of blphenyl were obtained 
with iron, cobalt, nickel, ruthenim, rhodltoi and palladium* 
Markedly redxiced yields were observed with the chlorides of 
osmium, Iridiua and platlmon* Nlckelous cyanide gave 30 per 
cent blphenyl* Cobaltous bromide and 2,4,6-triB»thylphenyl-
magneslum brcmjide gave 20 per cent bimesityl* 
(liV) Job and fchaagaetier, Ccaapt* rend,« 189, 1089 (1929)* 
(118) Chaapetier, Bull* aoc* chim>« / 4 1131 (1930). 
(119) Gllnmn and Lichtenwalter, J* Aib» ^heia* Soc*. 61* 957 
(1939). ~ — 
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A series of questionable organometallie ooiapounda «as pre** 
pared for use in anti-knock studies with gasoline* Sims and 
Maizes (120) elai^d to have prepared cA-naphthylcobalt, 
xylyleeriuaj^ phenylchromim and tungsten, a a well as uranium 
and iron phenyls* Hone of these coB5>oiind8 was isolated or 
identified* 
Sharasoh aM co-workers (109, 121, 122) have studied the 
oatalytic effect of iron, nickel, and espeQially oobalt halides* 
on coupling reactions* 2h©y found that excellent yields of 
biaryls were obtained when an aryl Grignard reagent, or lithiiaa 
coB^jound, was treated with an organic Imlide, preferably a 
brcfuiide. In the presence of 3-10 mole per oent of the metal 
halide* The following chain umchanism was sxiggestedt 
GgHgMgBr + CoClg ^ CgHgCoCl -|- MgClBr 
2 GgHgCoCl CgHg.CgHg + 2 GoCl 
CoCl + CgHgBr ) CoClBr + CgHg. 
X (CgHg.)-^ OgHgH, OgHg.OgHg (tpae.), CgHg.OgH^.CgHg, 
and so on* 
Wanklyn and Carius (36) treated niokel halides with di-
ethylziiKJ and obtained a mixture of ethane, ethylene and 
hydrogen# In a hydrogen atmosphere, nickel chloride reacted 
with phenylmagi^sium bromide to give benaene and niokel 
Sims and Mardles. fFans. Faraday Soc«, 568 (1926)» 
(121) KImraseh, I^wis, and Reynolds# J» Am* oWrnm Soc,. 6S« 
493 (1943) I Kharasch, Nundenberg, and A'rclwr>' i!bido> 
S§« 495 (1943)} and Kharasch and Fuchs, ibid»« 504 
(1943)# 
(122) Sharasoh and Beynolds, ibid«. 63. 3239 (1941)* 
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hydride (123), Jones (184) reported that nickel tetraoarboiayl 
gave biphsnyl aM benzoin with phenylaagnealiaa bromide» 
Similarly as with iron# iodobenzene reacted with nickel usetal 
to give excellent yields of biphenyl (114)# Bipbenyl was 
Isolated in the reaction of the phenyl Grignard reagent with 
nickel chloride in the presence of ethylene (125)• Hickel 
cyanide was observed to give coupling with the phenyl and 
benzyl Orignard reagents (39)« 
Electrolytic Decos^josition 
But few of the available organosetallic cooipounds have 
been subjected to electrolysis* This is priiaarily due to the 
lack of interest in such an investigation* In addition^ due to 
solubilities and reactivities, very few such conpounds are 
siiitable for a study of this nature* 
Hein (126) found that a solution of ethylsodium in di-
ethylzinc behaved as a true electrolyte* An investigation of 
possible products was not carried out* Later work showed that 
this electrolysis gave zinc at the cathode and a mixture of 
hydrocarbonschiefly ethylene and ethane, but also small 
amounts of methanepropane and butanej, at the anode (127)* 
^bienk and Welchselfeldery Ber*. 56, 2230 (1923)* 
(124) Jones, Chem* Hews* 90* 144 
(125) Job and Heich, CctoCTrend** 179* 330 (1924)* 
(126 ) lie in, Zm Blektrochem* .""SST 46^ 11922)» 
(127) Sein, Fetzclhber^" 'Wagler, and Segitz, Z, anorg* allcem# 
Chem*. 141. 161 (1924 )j Wooster, CheiaT Rev. > 11. 1 (1952), 
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Th© transient existence of free ethyl groups «es proved by the 
use of lead anodes in an experiiaent in wMeh an eleotrooheiiical 
equivalent of lead was lost and tetraethyllead appeared in so­
lution* 
Ithylpotassiua was observed to oondxwt better than ethyl-
sc^iuiB asad that eoapound better than ethyllithiuia (127)» 
Bensyllithitos was the best conductor of all the lithium alkyls* 
Diethylealoium aiKl diphsnylmeroury were non--conducting in 
diethylEino# 
Fxirther proof for the existence of the free ebhyl radicals 
in the electrolysis of ethylsodium in diethylzinc was th® 
formation of the correspor^ing metal alkyls when cathodes of 
aluminuaji cadmiumi, antimony, bismuth and thallium were used 
C1S8)« Tin, copper, iron, platinum, tantalum and gold 
electrodes were passive* 
Bodebush and Peterson (129) electrolysed diethylzinc 
with a voltage of 110 and found that zinc was deposited, and 
although tbe products at the anode were not identified, there 
**GOuld be little doubt that tlM ethyl radical was liberated 
at the anode*'" 
llectrolytic studies have been carried out quite exten** 
sively on Grignard reagents, but only a select number included 
an investigation of decc»?>ositlon products* 
Evans and Lee (130) reported that methylmagnesium 
(188) lein ana Seigitg> Z* anorg* allgem* . 1S8. 153 (1926), 
(129) Bodebush aral Peterson, J* Ag* Chem* Soc** 51* 638 (1929)* 
(130) Evans and I^e.lbid** S6T ^  (19^?)* 
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chloride, bromide, and iodide gave methane, etiiane, etliylene 
and Isobutylene when electrolyzed at varying voltages and 
current densities# The reactions were considered to be as 
follows: 
2n CHg > n CH^ -I- (CHg)^^ 
4 CHg -h 2 CH4 
8013—^04113+ 4CH4 
2 CHg—^ CgHQ 
where represents isobutylene and siiailar tmsatiirated 
derivatives# The anodic products from the electrolysis of 
ethyloagnesium halides were ethane, ethylene and traces of 
l^rdrc^en. Propyliaftgnsslum halides gave prqpane, propylene 
ana. traces of hydrogen. Mixtures of ethyl- and propyl-
amgnesiuiB halides gave chiefly ethane, propane, ethylene and 
propylene# 
When a mixture of ethylmagr^sium bromide and phenylmag-' 
nesium brcaside was electrolysed, only 4he ethyl group was dis-
chained* In later work, Evans and Field (131) reported that 
high current density favored coupling. For exangjle, tbs yields 
of ethane in the electrolysis of methylmagnesium bromide ranged 
frea 19.5 per cent with a low current density to 84.2 per cent 
with a high current density. 
Eighty-five per cent of the butyl radicals in n-butyl-
(151) Svans and Field# ibid..T8. 720 (1936). 
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mgirieslviffl brtsside appeared as octane in the eleotroXysis of the 
Grlgnard reagent (132 )• With isobutylmagnesium bromide, 96 per 
cent of the laobutyl radicals coupled# The see*»butyl Grlgnard 
gave 43 per cent coupling after electrolyais. Hie coi^llng 
tendency of the a;«propyl radical under aiailar conditions waa 
apprGseiatately 50 per cent; that of the tert»-butyl and iso-
propyl radical# was slight, i 
Gadduffl and French (133) observed that benaylajagnesiija 
chloride gave bibenzyl in yields exceeding 50 per cent on 
electrolysis# She electrolytic decoB^oaition of phenylmag-
neaiuia bromide gave biphenyl in ratlier poor yields# 
Diaetlxfl^rcury was prepared by the electrolysis of 
aethylBieroury acetate in the presence of pyridine (134)# B'ree 
awathyl radicals undoubtedly appeared in t>ie coxirse of this 
reaction* 
Photochemical Deccaapoaition 
Although photochemical decoxuposltion has been observed in 
a general ^ ay in a number of compounds, only a fet» critical 
experimental stiidies have been made concerning such deccnaposi* 
tions. 
Methylsino was dissociated by light to give ethane and 
&om hydrogen (135a)» Usually no ethylene was formed* A more 
1138J Evans* Braithifaite, arid Field, ibid*. 62 , 534 {1940)« 
(133) Qaddum and French, ibid* * 49* 1§§B~^9S7)» 
(134) Maraajpd and Howard* 3'*'"Chem* Soc*. 125. 960 (1923)* 
^35) (a) Berthelot and Gaudechon, Gompt* rend*, 156* 1243 
(1913). 
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reeent publication (lS5b) has reported that ethane, ethylene 
and butane, alorig with small amounts of hydrt^en and butylene 
were formed when dlethylzinc was photochemioally decoi^posed* 
Th© coi^osition of the product did not change markedly with the 
teugjerature# 
Moore and Taylor {135b) also recorded the same observa­
tions with dimethylBiercury as with the diethylzinc mentioned 
above* With ultra-violet illumination, dimethylmercury de­
composed to give mercury and ethane (136)» Cunningham and 
Taylor (61) found that the photochemical dec 005)03 It Ion of di-
urathyliwircury in the absence of hydrogen produced ethane prac­
tically exclusively, while in the presence of hydrogen, aeasur-
abl© amoimts of methane were obtained in addition to tha 
ethane* 
The formation of methyl radicals in th© photochemical 
decoi^osltlon of tetramethyllead by ultra-violet light has 
baen proved (137a)» The min products were lead and ethane. 
Under tlie same conditions tetraphenyllead decorapoaed to give 
biphenyl and metallic lead* 
Organcaaetallic Radicals 
There are ntimerous examples of the occurrence of the so-
ealled "organo^tallic radicals" in the decongjositlon, themaa,l 
1135J (b; Moore and Taylor, J* Ghem* Phvs,. 8, 396 (1940)* 
(136) Th€ai5>son and Llnnett, frans* Faraday Soia*. 53 . 874 ^937)* 
^37) (a) Leighton and Mortensen, J. Am* Chem* Soc*. 58 , 448 
(1936). — 
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or otherwise, of norBml organometallic ccMspounds. The evldenc# 
that these organometallio radicals are "true" free radicals is 
not conclusive (lS7b)* It is probable that these derivatives 
are polyaers which, ostensibly exhibit the odd-v«lency« For 
example, triphenyllead actually exists as the dlsier, hexa-
phenyldilead. 
Itothyliaercury and ethyla^rcury have been prepared by tiase 
electrolysis of alkylinerciucy halides in liquid amonia at low 
tes^eratures C12» 138a)* At higher temperatures these cos-
pouz»is <tooo9^oae to HgHg and Hg« 
It has been postulated that diphenylthalliuffl was foriaed 
when 01^ equivalent of sodium was added to a solution of dl-
phenylthallivHO brcsaide in liquid aauaonia {138b)# Sore sub­
stantial evidence waa presented for the transitory formation 
of phenylthalli«m when triphenylthalliuffl waa heated !Ui 
xylene (138b), 
Kraus aM Brown (139) prepared dlphenylgermaniuia by the 
action of sodiuiB on a diphenylgermaniuffli dihalide» 
Diethyltln was tormd In the reaction of diethyltin di-
halide with sodi\;tm aEoalgam, 
{CgHg)2SnXg-(i. 2 H8(%) > (CgHg)gSn + 2 HaX 
and the action of the ethyl Grlgnard reagent on stannous 
chloride (140). 
(137) (b) Morris and Selwood, ibid.> 65. 2509 (1941). 
(138) (a) Krause, ibid». 35. 
(b) Gilaian angrTonea, ibid.. 62^ 2357 (1940). 
(139) Kraus and Brown, Ibid^T^. 4^ (1930)# 
(140) (a) Lowig, Ann,, gl7^308"Tl8S2)# 
(b) Franlclari57 Ann., 8^ 329 (1853). 
(c) Pfeiffer, Ber7, 4l7 1269 (1911)# 
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2 CgHgMgBi* SuClg ^ {CgHg)gSn ^ 2 MgX^ 
Tlie dlapyltln ooio^ounds have been prepared by similar meth<^a, 
aa well as by pyrolyais of the dlhydrlde (141), 
> <C6HG)2SN + HG 
Aa wouild be eacpected, the R^Sn ctaigjounds amy be prepared 
in liquid aaimonia by the following inactions (141b, 142)4 
{CHg)3SnX + Ka > (CHg)gSn -|- mx 
(C6Hg)3Snlla + GlSiiCGgHg)^ ^ 2 (GgHgjgSn + HaCl 
friothyllead has been prepared by the eleetrolysis of 
triethyllead hydroxide (143) and the reaction of sodiiaa in 
liquid aaffiBonia with triethyllead bromide {144)« Diphenyl-
lead, di*£»tolyllead, triphenyllead, tri-£-tolyllead, tri-o-
tolyllead, and tri-»£-xylxyllead have been prepared by Krause 
and l^issaus (145) by the reaction of lead halides with Grig-
nard reagents* 
A transitory brown to red coloration of a liquid aiamonia 
solution of a diaryllead dihalide was observed wlien metallic 
sodium was added (145b)» 
tl41) (a) Kraus and Becker, Ber.. 53. 173 (1929), 
(b) Chaiatoera and Scherer, Chsm* Soe«« 48« 1054 
{1926), *" 
(142) (a) Kraus and Seasions, ibid*. 47. 2361 (1925)# 
(b) Harads, Ball# Chea» STO* Japan. 266 (1929) 
1340T1936]7. 
(c) Badenburg, Ann« (SUPPI.)« 63 (1872)# 
(^l) Sugbeiiaer, Amu, 364> 51 (X909)» 
{143) Mld£p.ey* Hochwalt, and Galin^aert. J, Am* Gheo}* Soc*. 45* 
1821 (1923)« 
(144) (a) Gallngaert and Sorooa, Org* Chesi*, 2, 535 (1938), 
(b) Siliaan and Bailie, £• Chera^'^oc* 731 (1939). 
(145) (a) Krause and Beiasaus, lBer»«^ 557 888 U§S2)« 
(b) Leeper, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College 
(1942). 
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It haa beon obsarvod that ocoaslonally the pyrolysia 
of RgFb (RgPb) otH^oui^s gives the K^Pb derlvatiir© with dif­
ficult j 
I,tthiua^ sodium, potassium, calcium, ov barium reacted 
with diphanylbismuth halides in liquid ammonia according to 
the following equation (146)s 
{C6%)2B1X + Ha > (CeH5)gBi + HaX 
Evidens© haa also been presented for the existence of dimethyl-
bismuth and diethylblsmuth (9, 24, 147). 
Triphenylahromium and tetraphenylchromiua are usually con­
sidered to have free radical charaoteristlcs (101}* 
Redistribution Reaction 
fhe redistribution reaction is essentially an example of 
the genex^l equilibrium Traction represented by the following 
equationt 
AX + BZ > AZ -h BY 
With the organi^talllo coi^ounds, these reactions constitute 
liquid-phase equilibria in which an ionizing solvent is im* 
meessary* A catalyst is required, however. The interchange 
takes place purely at random, and using the law of probability 
<me can predict in advance the coixqposltion of the product. 
Cl4fe) {e) Milte, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa state College 
(1958)» 
146) 3ilmn and YabluntE?. J« Am* Chem* Soc«» 63. 212 {1941}« 
147) Denham, ibid#. 23lV Tl92XTr" 
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Although a mixture of dimethyl- and diethylzinc failed to 
show an appreciable amoiint of redistribution (148), the RR*Zn 
coi^iOuMfl are known to rearrange on heating to give a mixture 
of ^Zn and R'gJai (149 )• 
Dimethylmarcury and diethylm©ro\ary can be mixed, when 
pure, isithout undergoiiig any transformation# However, in the 
preaejase of a suitable catalyst an interchange of issethyl and 
ethyl radicals occurred according to the following equation 
(148)1 
{GHg)gHg+ (C2Hg)gHg > 2 CH^HgCgHg 
An equiffloleeular mixture of tetramethyllead and tetjm-^ 
ethyllead, -when treated with triethyllead chloride or aluminum 
chloride aa a catalyst, gave all the five possible R^Pb com-
pouiKia in tlie proportions given in the following equation 
(150)J 
a le^Pb + 8 Et4pb —^ 1 Me^Pb + 4 StPb + 6 
4 MeEtgPb -h 1 Et^Pb 
In a similar aanner a mixture of tetramethyl-, tetraethyl-, 
and tetra»n-propyllead gave a mixture of the fifteen possible 
H^Pb eos^ounda in pr(^ortions corresponding to a randcm 
distribution of the three radicals (150), Other exan^les of 
this reaction of RM coaa^ounda have been given where the re-
actants are two or more different radicals, including methyl, 
(14S) (ialingaert, Soroos, and iinizda, ibid.. 62, 1107 (1940)# 
(149) Krause and Promm, ser#, 59, 931 (1926), 
(150) Calingaort, Beatty, and ^>orooa, J. Ajn» Cham# 3oc», 62, 
1099 (1940). " — — 
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eth;fl» n;-prc5)yl, iaopropyl, isobutyl^f tert.-butyl, phenyl, and 
£»tolyl, bouM to on© OP more metals. Including lead, tin, 
silicon and ®®roury (148, 150). 
A aprnitaneous pediatrlbution of alkyl radioals ocourped 
with the RgPbX ocsapoundaj the reaotanta served, as their own 
catalyst* Thus, a mixture of triinethyl-' and triethyllead 
chlorides, or the single ccwipound diaethylethyllead chloride, 
reacted to give all the four possible RgPbCl coa^ounds (151 )• 
It ims been observed that R2PbX2 derivatives decon^ose at 
elevated ten^eratxares in the following manmr (152)t 
RgPbXg-^ + PbXg 
An Interchange of imdicals has been observed with a 
mixture of triphenyl- and tri-<A.-naphthylbiamth in the ab­
sence of a catalyst and at a high ten^erature {155)» 
Coi^ounds of two different metals react under similar con­
ditions yielding all the possible compounds of both lastals* 
For eaeample, a mixture of tetramethyllead and diethylmeTOury 
reacted in the presence of an alumli^um chloride catalyst to 
give an Interchange of the alkyl radicals between the two 
metals according to the following equation (154^ 165)s 
IfeCPbRg) -h Et(HgR) ^ Me(HgK) Et{PbRg) 
At the same tin» there was a redistribution of the radicals 
(151) Calingaert, Soroos, and Shapiro, ibid.. 62, 1104 {1940)» 
(152) Calingaert and Beatty, ibid.. 61 ."^^8 (l939). 
(153) Challenger and Rldgway,1^Gfcm, Soo,, 121, 104 (1922). 
(154) Calingaert, Soroos, ard fkomson, Am* Cbsm. Soc#, 62, 
1542 (1940). " 
(155) Calingaert, Soroos, and Shapiro, ibid.. 63. 947 (1941). 
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between the Rg% coo^oimds, and also between the ccia5>ounds 
giving two independent random equilibrium mixtures containing 
all eight possible coapoiinds. However, it was observed that 
the equilibrium in the above equation is displaced toward the 
right, 
Tetraeti^llead and tetranwthyltin gave all of the ten 
possible ec»3$>ound8 (152), 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
At th« pi^esent tiiwi tiiere ar® a larga nuatoar of sietals 
for which no organoaetallio darivativca are arailable# 
Fiirthar atudias <m th® stabilities of such t;n?®fl desir­
able in view of Biore extended attempts in their preparation* 
The intez^x^taticm of tbe decoiqposition of these derivatlTes on 
the basis of free radical formation was considered to be of 
prisje iisportanee* 
The existence of the new ccai5>ounds, diphenyl-©#-iMiphthyl-
antimony, diphfinyl-£HShlorophenylantiBiony and diphenyteesltyl-
antimony^ has been reported (156)* However, it was considered 
expedient to make available ths procedures used in these 
prepa2%tionsy as well as the analyses and solubilities* 
Reaction of DisM^thylnagneslvaii with Silver ^ oralde 
A solution of 0*025 mole of disiethylmgnssium (157) in 
40 oQ« of ether was added to a stirred suspension of 9*4 g* 
(0*05 mole) of silver brcmiide in 20 cc* of ethsr cooled by an 
ice bath* The addition required ten minutes* Ths reaction 
Woo<^s wad Oilman* I^r^* Iowa Acad* Sci*» 48* 251 (1941) 
36, 3492 (1942)^_y* 
(157) TtSdimemylmgnesium was prepared from methylmagnesiim 
chloride by the precipitation of ths magnssiuBi ohlorides 
with dlQxane using the method of Cope, J* Am* Chea* Soc*. 
57* 2238 (1935)* "" 
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begiuci iis^dlately# On warming to ro<wsi tea^jerature, the mlxtiire 
evolved gas rapidly^ After standing for twelve hoxirs, the 
mixture was heated to refluxiisg for five hours# The apparatus 
was swept out with nitrogen and the gas analyzed# There re­
sulted 0#032 mole (88jg yield) of pure ethane# 
Beaotion of Diiaethylmgnesium with Silver Iodide 
A solution of 0*02 mole of diioethylmgnesim in 33 oo* of 
anhydrous ether was added dropwise to a suspension of 9*4 g« 
(0«04 mole) of silver Iodide in ^  oo* of ether ceoled by an 
ioe bath* The evolution of gas began iaaaediately* After the 
mixture was allowed to ooa© to roora tea^erature, it was re-
fluxed for ten hours, and the apparatus swept out with nitro­
gen* The amlysis of the gas showed that 0*014 mole (70^ 
yield) of ethane had been evolved* 
Eeaetion of Methyllithium with Methyl Iodide in the 
Presence of a Catalytic Amount of Gold Tribroaaide 
A solution of 7*1 g* (0*05 mole) of oothyl iodide in 15 oe* 
of ether was added to a suspension of 1*09 g* (S mole per eent) 
of gold tribromide in 15 ce* of ether* To tho above mixttire was 
added 0*05 mole of methyllithium in 40 eo* of ether over a 
period of twenty minutes* The suspension refltoced rapidly and 
tho gas evolution was very apparent* After standing for five 
hours, the apparatus was swept out with nitrogen* A bluish-
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ptu^le 8usp«nsi<m waa visible tliroughout the reaction; this 
was probably colloidal gold. There was obtained from this re­
action 0#029 aiole (58^ yield) of ethane, and 0.013 mole {13^ 
yield) of methane* 
A "blank" was carried out on the above reaction of saethyl-
llthiu® with gold trlbroalde except that the aetlQ'l iodide i»as 
not added# Only the calculated amount of ethane {0»0025 mole) 
and methane (0*0024 mole) based on the gold trlbroralde was ob-
talmd* 
A diipllcate of the above reaction was performed aM the 
same observations were made* The yield of ethane was 0«026 
mole (52^) 9 and of BIS thane 0«021 mole (21^)* 
Reaction of Methyllithium with Gold Trilxpomide 
fo 60 ce* of ether etsitalmd in a 250 oc. three«>n9cksd 
flask—cooled to 70® by a dry ice»acetoi3e bath and equipped 
with a stirrer, dropping fimnel aM nltrc^en outlet— was 
slowly added 3«74 g* (0.02 mole) of gold trlbrcanlde. A solu­
tion of 0*06 mole of s»thylllthium In 50 cc^ of ether was added^ 
dtaring three hours, to the above vigorously stirred suspension* 
The mixtxire gave a negative Color Test 1* The suspension was 
allowed to slowly warm to room teiq?eratux*e and was then re* 
fluau>d for two hours* Tbe gas analysis showed that 0*023 mole 
(76.8JC yield) of ethane, and O^Oll mole (18.4^ yield) of 
methane were evolved* 
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Beaotl<m of Zirconium Totrachlorid# isith 
Methylmgnasiua Iodide 
A solution of 0,(^3 mole of mBthylmgneaium iodide in 30 
cc» of ether was added^ during on© hour, to a stirred sugpen* 
si(m of 8*6 g« (0«0365 mole) of zirooniiM tetjmchloride in 50 
CO# of ether cooled to -15° by means of an ice-salt bath# No 
gas laras evolved and wry little decoaiposition iras evidenced^ al­
though a reaction had apparently ocoiirred. A green solution 
accGSEpanied by a flocculent precipitate was produced* After 
the mixture was warmed to 0°, deecm^osition occurred and gas 
evolved# Then an additicmal 0.073 mole of methylmagnesium 
iodide was added, and the mixture allowed to stand for three 
days# After heating the mixture to refluxing for one-half hour, 
the appaamtus was swept out with nitrogen# An analysis showed 
that 0*^7 mole (52#7^ yield) of suethane was produced# 
Reaction of Zirccmium Tetrachloride with Dimdthylmgnesium 
A soluti<m of 0*05 mole of dimethylmagneaixia in 80 cc# of 
ether was added drc^wise to a stirred suspension of 5*33 g# 
<0*025 mole) of zirconium tetrachloride in SO oc# of ether 
cooled by an ice bath# A reaction occurred immediately# About 
two liters of gas were collected in twenty minutes# After 
standing for twenty hours the mixtujpe was heated to refluxing 
for a few hours, and the apparatus swept out with nitrogexi# 
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TbfiM was produced 0«074 moXe (74^ yield) of sietkane* 
Eaaotim of Methyliaa^esiuai Chloride with 
fantaliaa Pentachloride 
J>ia»iag twenty-five minutes, a solution of 0.1 mole of 
BI^thylmagnesiimi chloride in 46 OG« of ETH^r was added to a 
stirred suspension of 7*16 g. (O.C® mole) of anhydrous tantalum 
pentaoi^oride (aimlyjsed) in 28 cc» of ether while the mixtttre 
was cooled by an ice bath. Gas was evolved rapidly. After 
about forty minutes the reaction subsided and tbs ioe bath was 
removed. The reaction mixtiar© had bee cans very pasty. After 
standing for six hours, the mixture was heated to refluxing and 
the usual procedure of manipulation and analysis was followed, 
fhe yield of methane was 0.062 mole (62^), 
Reaction of Fbenylmagnesium Brciaide with Brcraobenxene in 
the PreseiK^e of Ferrie Chlm>ide 
Fifteen and seven-tenths grams (0<il mole) of brcaaobensens 
were added to a solution of 1.62 g, (10 mole per cent) of 
ferric chloride In 50 oo. of anhydrous ether. To the above so­
lution was added 0»1 mole of phenylmagnesium brcraide in 75 cc. 
of ether over a period of thirty minutes. When th® Orignard 
reagent was first added, pale-yellow ferrous chloride was 
precipitated* The latter iron halide was reduced to B»tallic 
ire® by further additi<m of the phenylmagnesium broaidc. 
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Enough heat waa generated to reflux the mixture during the addi­
tion* After jwfluxing for six hours, the mixture waa hydrolyzed 
and steam distilled# The yield of hiphsnyl waa 5»96 g» (38*6^)• 
The Halting point was 69-71®| the mixed melting point waa 69-71®. 
Reaction of Phenyl3B&gi»siiaB Br oroide with Broaobenzene In 
the Presence of Ferrous Chloride 
Fifteen and seTen-tentha grams (0«1 mole} of breatobensens 
were added to a suspension of 1»27 g» (10 mole per eent) of 
ferrous chloride in 50 oo« of anhydrous ether. To tbs above 
stirred suspensiOTi was added, during thirty ainutes, 0,1 mole 
of phenylmgi^siun bromide. After the addition was ooiaplete, 
the mixture was refltaxed for foxir ho\irs and hydrolyaed. The 
product was steam distilled arai tlie yield of biphenyl (mixed 
ra# p#) was 4*08 g, C26»6^)« 
Thermal Decomposition of Dljnothylgold Bromide 
A solution of 1«54 g. (0#005 mole) of dimethylgold brcMaide 
In 25 ce. of ether was refluxed for forty-eight hours. The 
solution turned reddiaii-brown in color after a short time. This 
change was ace<»i^anied by the appearance of raetalllc gold# The 
gas restilting frcsa the deeon^osition amounted to 0*00308 mole 
(61*5^ yield based on two methyl groups from dimethylgold bromide) 
of pxire ethane. 
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The red solution was filtered and the residi» washed with 
ether until the washings were eolorless* The yield of laetallio 
gold ttsiounted to 0«61S g* (32»2,€)» 
The ether was removed from the above filtmate by a distil­
lation under red\ioed pressure* The residue was extracted with 
petroleum ether (b»p», 28-58®)• The solvent was evaporated and 
the recovered diaiethylgold bromide recrystallized# This ex­
pound Bsiounted to 0*144 g* (9«4^)« 
Iftsthylgold dibrcaaide, identified by solubilities, was 
separated by an extraction of the above resldiM with chloro­
form aceording to Bx^iin and Gibson (158)» The yield of the 
oo^ound was 0*21 g* (11«S^}» 
The residue^ reiaaining after the chlorofora extraction, 
was the water-soluble hydrated gold tribrraiide, as evidenced 
by the physical prc^rties# 
Beast ion of Fhenylstagnesiuia Bromide with Bpcmohtrnzeim in 
the Presence of Hickelous Chloride 
To a stirred suspension of 1*30 g» (10 m^e per cent) of 
niolwlous chloride in 50 co« of anhydrous ether was added 0.1 
sole of phenyla»gnesiuffl bromide in 75 co» of ether over a per­
iod of thirty minutes* The metal halide darkened^ but other­
wise no apparent reaction was evidenced# Then, 15.7 g. 
(158) Brain and Gibson, J. Chea. Soc., 762 (1939). 
(0»1 mole) of brcaaiobenzene in 25 cc# of ©tber was slowly 
added# Very little heat was evolved# The aixtU3?e waa re­
filled for six hours and carefully hydrolyzed» The products 
were steam distilled, and the yield of biphen^l was 6«9 g, 
C2ircMii3m frlohloride Bxid. Dinethylaiagneslum 
A solution of 0,05 mole of diraethylimgnesiim in 80 co« of 
ether was added to a stirred suspension of 5«28 g« (0#033 mole) 
of ohr®aiu» triehloride in 20 co« of ether cooled on ice, Tlas 
reaction was iiamediate. The mixtxura was allowed to cam to 
rocsa te^a^erature^ and the reaction becaine more rapid* In one 
and one-half hours, most of the gas had been evolved# After 
standing for twenty hours, the siispension was heated to re-
fluxing for ten minutes* The apparatus was swept out with sev­
eral huMred oo# of dry nitrogen gas# Tl^ yield of pure methane 
was 0*062 mole {62#0^)# 
Timvml Deecm^osition of Diphenyloadmium 
Seventy-five ee# of dry benzene was added to 5#33 g# 
(0#02 mole) of diphenyleadmim, and the solution was refluxod 
for ei^ty-two hotirs# A dark suspensisn slowly appeared. The 
mixture was hydrolyzed and the biphenyl separated by steam dis­
tillation. The yield was 0,1 g# (3.3^)# 
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Preparation of Dibenssyleadmiiaa 
To a BuopeijBion ®f ia#S g« (0.1 mole) of canSmium ehloride 
in 150 oe# of etlwr was added 0,23 mole of benssylmagnesitaa 
chloride in 175 co» of ether over a period of three-fourths of 
an hcui»* fhe mixtiire turned black quite rapidly-—a»taHi© 
eadmim probably separating out~*and became almost pasty* The 
ether was distilled off using a water bath at 70®| this tmsp^VA" 
ture was mintained for three and one-^lf hours. Then 50 ce. 
dry bensem was added and the mixture refluxed for a short 
time# However, the supernatant liquid did not contain ai^r 
cadiBixiBi* The mixture was slowly hydrolyeedj, and the organic 
layer separated and evaporated# The residue was warswd with 
15 oe« ©f methanol and cooled* There resulted 14.1 g» 
{77.5^) Gi biben«yl Cmlj»a m.p«)» 
Attempted Preparation of Diphenylantlmony Chloride 
A mixture of 5*7 g» (0*025 mole) of antimony trichloride 
aM X7«8 g« (0«05 mole) of phenylmercury bromide was heated on 
an oil bath at 150® for six aM om-half hours. The mixture 
was cooled to Totm tea^rature and then extracted^ successively^ 
with 50 cc* of petroleum ether {b*p*, 60-68®), 25 cc* of ether, 
and 50 cc. of benzene. The three extractions were worked 
separately* The ether and petroleiaa etl^r solutions contained 
only a trace of a non-o»lting solid* The benzene extraction 
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contained the phBixslrmrovT-j bromidej almost a quantitative ve-
©otrepy ^ aa realiz9d» 
Dlphanylantiraony Chloride 
To a solution of 600 co« of water and 200 oe« of 5 H 
aodlum hydroaid® at 92® was added 28 oc# of fa?e8hly-op«i»d 30^ 
hydrogen percacide diluted with 200 cc. of water (159)# A eolu* 
tion of 32»0 g» (0»09 mole} of triphenylantiaony in 200 ce. of 
warm aeetone was added to the stirred solution prepaji^d as des* 
eribed above* The addition required fifteen atlnutes. Heat was 
not applied to the mixture until the tene^peratui:^ had dropped to 
65«*70®; this temperature was maintained throughout the rest of 
the addition of the triphenylantiaony solution and the hydrogen 
per(»;lde* fbs mlxtiire was stix^d for five minutes and 25 ec* 
of 30^ hydrogen peroxide added. The suspension was allowed to 
eool while It was stirred* The mixture was then filtered and 
the filtrate acidified with acetic acid# Ths dlphenylstlbonic 
acid was dissolved by boiling with a solution of 450 cc* of 
comdw hydrochlorio acid in 600 cc* of water. This hot solu­
tion was filtered throx;igh a sintered glass crucible, and ^ e 
filtMite slowly cooled to 55®# Tlien 20 g# of pulverised 
il59i This procedure is a modification of th© oxidation of tri-
phenylantlmony to dlphenylstlbonic acid as reported in 
Ood<tord^ Organoids tall Ic C<»^ounds^'* which constitutes 
Part III of Vol# XI of Friend, "A Text-Book of Inorganic 
Chemistry," Charles Griffin Co., LoMon (1936),p# 239, 
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stamious chloride {Sx}Clg»2B^0) «aa added vhllo stirring* Do-
pending «Q ojqperiai^ntal conditions (paiiiicularly temperature) 
an oil, ©r gt&7 solid, appeared# The mixture «as cooled and 
the s^id material filtered. The diphenylantimony chloride 
was er;fstallised tvom 20 cc* of glacial acetic acid* The 
yield was 12«0 g« (43«0^}, melting at 66«5-68®* 
Bipbenylantimony Iodide 
•Phi# oorapouM ims prepared by the reaction of diphenyl-
antljim^ chloride with sodium iodide in acetone solution 
according to the laethod of Bliclw, Oai:dale,and Smith (160)# It 
was purified by crystallization fr<sti acetie acid* 
Attempted Preparation of Phonyl-£-toly»tibonic Acid 
A solution of 28,4 g« (0,1 aole) of £-tolylantimon^ di-
chloride (161) in a mixrbui*e of 950 co» of concd# hydrochloric 
acid and 500 ce* of water was cooled to 0^* A benzenediazonius 
chloride solution was prepared by dissolving 9*3 g« (0*1 mole) 
of aniline in ce* of concd* hydrochloric acid, adding 125 g* 
of ice, and then 7*0 g* <0*1 aole) of sodiiaa nitrite in ss»ll 
portions with stirriiag* These two solutions were mixed at 0®» 
A preoipitate formed iiamediately. A saall ajaount of frothing 
occurred* The c<»q^lex was filtered off and partially dried* 
(160) Blioke, Oak^ale, and Steiith, J* Am* Ghem* Soc*. 53* IC^S 
(1931 )• ~ 
(161) Blicke and Oakdale, Ibid** 55^ 1198 (1933)* 
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fhls ppoduat amotuitod to 11»0 g. and seemed to slcwly decompose 
at room tei^erature# The coB5>lex was treated with 500 cc» of 
2 K sodiua hydrcjoclde and allowed to stand for thirty hours# No 
organic antimony product could be Isolated. 
Pa^paration of Tri-p-chlor<^henylantlffloiiy 
A sc^utlon of jg,-ehlor<^henylB»gnefliusi bromide was prepared 
by adding a solution of 106»0 g. (0«55 mole) of £-«chlorobroBio«-
Iwnzene in 250 cc« of ether to a suspension of 13*3 g* (0»55 g. 
at<^) of saagnesium in 120 cc« of ether. 
To th© above Qrignard solution was added^ with stirring, a 
solution of 38.0 g» (0.17 mole) of antimony trichloride in 100 
cc. of ether during forty-five minutes. The mixture was 
flxaxed for eighty minutes, and tlien hydrolyzed by slowly pour­
ing i^on 500 g. of an ice-water suspension. The resulting 
ft 
mixture was filtered through a Buchner funnel, the i»esidue 
washed with ether, and the eth&r decanted from the filtrate. 
Th© ether solution was finally filtered by gravity through 
fluted filter paper. The ether was distilled off and the resi­
due dissolved in 60 cc. of warm chloroform. To tliis solution 
was added 200 cc. of hot ai^thanol. After standing for eight 
hours, the mixture deposited 32»0 g. of crystals# The filtrate 
was slowly evaporated while cooling with ice and anotbsr 22.0 
g. of Material was obtained. The total yield was 54.0 g, 
(71.5^), melting at 99-101®. 
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A iKsall iraioimt nae reopystalllzed as deacri'bed above far 
analytical ptipposea. The aaxiimHtt melting point ^as 101#0-
lOl.S®. 
Anal# Caled* for C2^3H22C'l3Sbi St>, S6*69j Cl^ 23*4« 
Founds Sb, 26.81} CI, 23.7, 25^92* 
Preparation of Tri-^-chlorophenylantlaiony Dichlorlde 
chlorine gas was slowly bubbled through a solution of 
5»0 gm (0*011 mole) of tri»£-chloroplienylantiaony in S20 co. of 
ehlorofom oooled on ioe« After the solution had turned green. 
It w&a allowed to stand, stoppered, for three hours# Then, 
50 oo» of methanol was added and the mixture filtered. The 
precipitate was dissolved in 50 oc« of hot chloroform and 90 
ec* of hot methanol was added* After cooling to roan tei^era-
ture, the mixture deposited a crystalline material amounting to 
5«7 s* (98#0^)| the melting point was 189»6»190«5®* 
Amlrn Calcd. for Gj^glij^ClgSbt Sb, 23«10, Founds Sb, 
23#00* 
PxNsparation of Tris(£-dimethylarainophenyl)antiraony 
To a solution of 6«1 g« (0.0267 mole) of antimony chloride 
in 60 cc» of ether was added, with stirring, 0.085 mole of 
2,«-diBiethylaiaiaoph»nyllithixna in 64 co. of ether during on© and 
ene-half hours* A very gentle reflux ensued. Tije first addi-
tiom of the lithium eos^ouz^ to the metal hallde soluticoi 
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Insulted in a bright blia® aolutlon isith a wlilt© pj?©cipitat® 
{px»obably lithium ohlorid®)# On further addition of th® HLl 
derlvatlTe, the color changed to green, then to light blue, aiKl 
finally to yellow# After standing for five hoxars, the ralxtur® 
«aa eooled to -15® and slowly hydrolyzed with 15 o©« of waters 
The etl:^r solution was siphoned off and filtered# The solvent 
was evaporated off under rediaoed pressure. Only a slight amount 
of residue resulted. 
The aqueous svispension, remaining after the removal of the 
ether^ was fllte]:*ed and the solid dried in a desieeator. The 
produet was extracted with 50 cc. of hcrt chloi^oforra, and the 
resulting solution was mixed with boiling ethyl aleohol until 
a satx;urated solution was aliaost foiled. After cooling slQwly 
the solution deposited crystals. The crystallization was re­
peated. The yield of product v^as 4.48 g. (35.0^), melting at 
239-241®. 
A smll amount of the et»i5)Ound was recrystalllzed to a 
mxlmum laelting point (240.5-241.5®) for analytical pxirposes. 
Anal. Calcd. for Cg^H^QH^Sbs Sb, 25.26. Poundi Sb, 
25.51ft 
Attempted Preparation of Diphenyl-i»(-naphthylantiaony 
Into a dry 250 cc. three-mcked flask equipped with a 
rubber seal stirrer was placed 1.77 g. (0.005 mole) of trl-
phenylantlmony and 50 cc. of anhydrous ether. To this solution 
was slowly added 150 cc. of liquid asimonia. Then 0.23 g. 
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(0»01 g# &tm&) of metallic aodlum, cut Into amll pieces, was 
added# ^his addition produced a red color which changed to 
brown and then to brownish-black* A solution of lm27 g# 
<0«005 sole) of ^iodonaphthalene in 10 ec» of ether was 
slowly added. Ho color change was observed. The ammonia was 
allowed to eraporate* Subsequent to extractiz^ the residxie 
with ether and distilling off the solvent under reduced pres­
sure, a wmll amount of white solid and a dark brown oil merm 
obtalmd* The only product isolated fr<Ma this s^terial was 
0«02 g* (3«1^) of naphthalene* salting point was 31.0-
the nixed melting point was 
AnoM3«r experlnwtnt was carried out under the above oondi-
tions and similar observations were recorded* 
Attempted Preparation of Diphenyl-^itmphthylantiraony frcna 
Biphsx^lantiiaony Chloride in Liquid Ammmitk 
To a solution of 1*56 g* (0*005 aole) of diphenylantimony 
chloride in 50 co* of dry ether was added 150 cc* of liquid 
aasaonia* Then 0«23 g* (0*01 g* atom) of s»talllc sodium, 
divided into little squares, was added* At first there was no 
apparent reaction} then a red color appeared* Oeoasionally a 
gr«en froth could be observed* After all the sodlxm bad been 
added, the solution was deep red* Because the sodliM was alow 
in reacting, th9 mixture was stirred for an additional flu^ 
minutes* The red color still remained* Then a solution 
1*27 g* (0*005 mole) of M^iodonaphthalene in 10 co* of 
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ikiibydrous ®tb©r was added* After stirring for forty minutes, 
the mixture had becoine a faint yellowish-brown. The aimaonia 
was allowed to evap<H»ate# The residue was extracted with 40 oc« 
of ether and the solvent i»effioved# Only a trace of a non-«elt-
ing solid was obtained* 
Preparation of Diphenyl-ot-naphthylantlinony from Diphenyl-
antisoi^ Iodide in Liquid A:mtonia 
A solution of 2*02 g» (0.005 sole) of dlphenylantimony 
iodide in 50 ec« of anhydrous ether was aixed with 150 co« of 
liquid ftiianonia* A olear solution resulted* Then 0*23 g* 
(0«01 g* at OBI) of sodium lostal in smll pieees was slowly 
added* At first a yellowish-green solution appearedj then the 
color changed to deep red* This color regained until the end 
of the addition of the metal* A solution of 1*27 g* (0*005 
mole) of ^ IMomphthalene in 15 ee* of anhydrous ether was 
added quite rapidly to the above soluticm (forty-five seeonds 
were required)* The deep red color was discharged immediately 
and a yellowish-brown solution resulted* The ammonia was 
allowed to evaporate» and the residue extracted with 100 ee* of 
ether and filtered. The ether was distilled off under reduced 
pZH»sst]pe and the residue ti?eated with 25 cc, of metbanol, 
shateen wellj, and cooled* After several hours a white crystallins 
material appeared* The solution was placed in an ice-box for 
a few hours and filtered* The solid amounted to 0,35 g. 
(17*5^)* The ci^stalline eonapound was dissolved in 1 cc* of 
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chloroform and 10 cc* o£ warm methanol «as added. Tlys solution 
was cooled very slowly. The resioltlng crystals exhibited a 
sieltlng point of 98*5-99»6®. A reorystalllzatlon did not raise 
the s^ltii^ point. 
All solutions wei^ worked up for other products. BaphtM-
lene was sepax^ted by sublimtion and aaoimted to 0«25 g* 
{S9«2^)« It was identified by tt» method of mixed meltir^ 
points* 
Concerning the analysis of this new coa|}ound see the next 
experiaient* 
Preparation of Diphenyl-c^naphthylantimony by the 
Use of the Grignard Beagent 
fo a stirred solution of ^-naphthylsAgnesium br<^ide— 
prepared by adding 10*4 g* {0*05 mole} of o(*bro9a<»mphthalei»i 
in SO ec» of ether to 1*2 g* {0*05 g» atom} of mgnesiun 
covered with 10 ©c. of ether containing a crystal of iodine, 
and then refluxing for one hour -^as slcwly added a solution 
of 9»3S g» (0.03 mole) of diphenylantiaony chloride in 56 cc. of 
ether# This last ad^iition required twenty-five minutes and 
barely promoted a gentle refluxing# A precipitate was f on^d« 
The flask was insulated with a towel during the addition* 
Stirring was continued for ons-half hour, llie solution was de­
canted and the residue was washed with 15 cc. of ether. The 
ether solution was hydrolyaed by slowly pouring it into SOO g. 
of an 3ce-water aixtiare. The ether layer was decanted and 
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flltared# Th& solwnt was removed by diatlllatl<m xinder re­
duced pressure* A white crystalline solid rensained# This resi­
due was washed with S5 co* of oold methanol* The coaopoxaM was 
dissolved in 35 ce. of chloroform and 75 co. of boiling methanol 
added* After the solution was allowed to cool very slowly, a 
crystalline product appeared. The solid amounted to 7.1 g. 
Jilting at 97-98.5®. 
One gram of the above material was recrystallized for 
analytical purposes by dissolving in 3 co. of chloroform and 
adding 30 ©o» of hot njathanol* The melting point was 98,5« 
99^5®. 
Anal. Calcd. for GggHj^^Sbt Sb, 30.15. Foursit Sb, 
30.14, 30.18. 
This product gave a mixed melting point of 98.5-99#5® 
with that from the liquid Bxmonia, reaction. 
Prepa3?«tlon of Dipt^nylmesitylantimony 
To a solution of 0.02 mole of mesitylmagnesium bromide in 
25 oc. of ether was slowly added a solution of 6.22 g. (0.02 
mole) of diphenylantimony chloride in 50 cc. of ether. The 
addition required thirty minutes, aM the aixtux*e was stirred 
for thirty minutes more. The solution was hydrolyzed by pour­
ing on 150 g. of mixed ice and water. The hydrolysis mixture was 
filtered. The ether layer was separated, dried over sodium 
sulfate, and the ether distilled off under reduced pressure. 
The semi-crystalline residue was treated with 15 cc. of cold 
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aiethanoX arid filtered* residue was dissolved in 10 CG« of 
ohlorofoxia aiad the solution diluted with 30 cc» of hot laethyl 
aleohol* After the solution cooled to room temperature, the 
ei»ystala which separated out amounted to 3»0 g# The melting 
point was 92~93**» llie filtrate was set aside to evaporate 
slowly^ After eight hours the crystals were filtered and 
amoiinted to 1«15 g», with a sselting point of 92-93®. 
fba total yield of p\ire product was 3»45 g» {4S»7^)# 
Anal» Calcd. for C2iH2iSbj Sb, 30.83, Poxindj Sbj> 
30«9« 
Preparation of Diphenyl-jg;^hlorophenylanttaony 
fo a stirred solution of 0»0115 mole of freshly prepared 
p-KshlorophenylaagnesitiBi brc«alde in 40 oc# of ether at 0® was 
added, during forty-five minutes, 3,11 g. {0»01 mole) of di-
phenylantiaony chloride in 50 oo« of ether# After the hallde 
had been added, ths ioe-oooled (162) mixture was stirred for 
two hours and then poured into 150 g» of ice and water. This 
mixture was filtered through a Buchner funnel and the Mstdue 
washed carefxilly with ether# The combined ether extracts were 
filtered through a double thickness of fluted filter paper 
which Qontaiasd some sodium sulfate* After the solvent was 
removed under reduced pressxire, the residue was tjraated with 
25 oc« of ethyl alcohol* ^he oil solidified after the mixture 
^rlier experjywnts had proved that the use of external 
heat at any tln», or even allowing the mixture to re­
flux of its own acccBPd, resulted in an oil which could 
not be crystalliaed. 
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waa agitated, 5?h« solid material was filtered off and dis­
solved in 10 cc» of cliloroforro, and 40 cc» of hot methanol was 
added. After oooling to room teiaperaturo, tla® solution de­
posited erystals araoiinting to 2»0 g. {5l#5^)j the melting point 
was 52-53®« Further recrystallizations did not elevate the 
aelting point# 
Anal» Calod. for G^gH^^ClSb: Sfe, 51*44. Pounds Sb, 
51.46» 
Attempted Preparation of Di-ot-naphthyl-gi-tolylantiinony 
To a solution of 1»42 g# (0»005 mole) of £-tolylantimony 
diehloride la 50 oe» of ether was added 150 cc« of liquid 
a^onia* A milky suspension resulted. I'hen 0»46 g. (0.02 g, 
&tmi) of B»talllo sodium was oarefully added# A brown color 
Ifflffiediately appeared which changed to deep red as more sodium 
was added. This red color remained after the last addition of 
the metal* A solution of 2*54 g* (0«01 mole) of fllriodmmph-
thjiler® in. 10 oe« of ether was slowly added to the above sus­
pension# A vigorous reaction was not apparent which probably 
indicated an absence of free sodli:m# The red color reverted to 
brown. 5'he mixture was stirred and tli© amaonla allowed to 
eimperata* The residiie, remaining after the evaporation, was 
extracted with 50 ec« of ether leaving a white solid which did 
aot melt# The ether extract was evaporated to dryness, and 
ti^ residue dissolved in 35 cc# of alcohol# After the evapora­
tion of the alcohol, only a trace of aaterial melting at 
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3LSO-136® was obtained# A mixed melting point with tri-£«tolyl-
antliaony «as 105-118®, Two g» (79^) of orude ^lodonaphthalene 
was i^eovex^dy aM was Identified as the plerate. 
Reaction of Dlphenylantimony Chloride with 
Hydrazine Hydrate 
2»o a solution of 2.0 g# {0.04 aole) of hydrazlos hydrate 
(163) in 60 oe» of absolute alcohol, contained in a 200 ce« 
three-neoked flask ecjuipped with a stirrer, was added 2.5 g« 
(0»008 mole) of dlphenylantimony chloride# The reaction began 
iiasiedlately# The mixture was stirred for one hour, heated to 
boiling, filtered, and the filtrate was poured into 75 cc# of 
water* This aqueous suspension was extracted with 150 cc* of 
ether# ether solution was dried OTor sodiuia sulfate, and 
the ether distilled off. The oily residue slowly solidified. 
The laeltlng point was 71-74®# A mixed melting point with 
authentic triphenylantlmony was 40-55®# The solid was crystal­
lized from 1#5 cc* of glacial acetic acid# The melting point 
was 128-132®# The first product, melting at 71-74®, was bls-
(dlphenylantiffiony)oxide (164) and the second, melting at 128-
132®, was dlphenylantimony acetate (165)# The yield of the 
oxide was 1#39 g« {61*5;^} , 
{l63) Hydrazine hydrate hiadl previously been used to convert 
ap?ylbisauth halldes to R3BI compounds by Oilman and 
Xablunky, Ibld#^ 665 (1940)# 
(164) Mlchaelis and Gunther, Ber., 2316 (1911)# 
(165) See Oc^klard, "Oi^anoa»taiilc CeB^pounds," which fom^ Part 
III of Vol* XI of Friend, Text-Book of Inorganic Chem­
istry," Charles Griffin Co., London (1936), p» 218# 
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Iteduetion of Trlpii^nylantliaony Dlchlorid© 
frith Hydwaalno Hydrate 
fo ft atlpred suspoaaioa of 2»1S g* (0.005 mole) of tri-
pliBnylantimony dichlorido in 60 cc« of 95^ aloohol was added 
2#0 g» (0«04 oole) of hydi^zlne hydrate. Stirring was con­
tinued for one hour* The solution was poured Into 100 cc« of 
water and the suspension was extracted with thinie 50«co» por­
tions of ether. The combined ether extracts were dried over 
sodiuffl sulfate, and the ether distilled off under reduced piHSs-
sure# The yield of trlphenylantlmony (mixed m» p.) was 1»68 g, 
(95*0^)J tl)0 melting point was 51-52®# 
Reduction of 1?ri-£-tolylantiiaony Bichloride 
to RgSb hy HydJmzine Hydrate 
To a suspension of 2,33 g. (0»005 mole) of tri-£-tolyl-
antimosy dichloride in 60 ce« of 96% ethyl aloohol was added 
2»68 g* (0»054 aiole) of hydrazine hydrate. An evolution of 
gas was immediately evident at tha surface of the solid and 
eeased after 1-2 minutes. Very fine, dense, colorless crystals 
appeared after stirring for one hoxir. This solid was filtered, 
fhe alccAiol filtrate was diluted with 30 cc. of water and the 
mixture extracted with ether, She ether was dried over sodiim 
sulfate, and the solvent distilled off under reduced pressui*e« 
©le residtae was j*earyatallized from a satall amount of alcohol 
aM added to tbe crystals above, The yield of trl-2.-toly 1-
antiiaony (mixed a*p#) was 1»9 g# (96.5^), aielting at 128-129®, 
Reaotion of £-Tolylantiiaony Bichloride 
•with Hydrazine Hydrate 
Hydrasiae hydrate (4«0 g»| O.QS mole) was slowly added, 
during ten minutes, to a solution of 4«25 g. {0,015 mole) of 
£-tolylantijBony diehloride in 20 cc« of hot absolute ethyl 
aleohol# A preeipitate appeared i3«mediately» Tlie suspension 
was refluxed for thirty minutes* The alcohol was evaporated 
off but no tri-£-tolylantimony could be isolated from tbi 
residue. 
Heaetion of n-Butyllithium with Triphenylantiraony 
To S#53 g, (0*01 mole) of triphenylantimony (166) in 45 
ca» of anhydrous ether was rapidly added 0»01 mole of n-butyl* 
lithium in 15 cc» of ether. The solution was stirred for one 
hour end poiared on powdered dry ice. The residue was extracted 
with 30 oo» of 10^ potassium hydroxide. The basic solution 
was boiled with a little Horite, filtered, acidified, and cooled 
on ice. The yield of beneoic acid was 0,08 g, (6.5^)| the 
lilting point was 119-121®# The mixed melting point was 119,5-
121®. 
(i66) Similar metal-a»atai Interconversions had been carried 4)ut with 
soBi» of tbsi corresponding bismuth derivatives by Ollamn, 
Yablxmky, and Svigoon, J, Chem. Soc., 1170 (1939). 
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In another ©xperiment, 3»5S g« {0«01 mole) of triphenyl-
antimony and 0#01 mole of n-butyllithlua in 60 oo. of etla®r 
were stirred for ten minutes and carbonated, The yield of 
benzoic aeid «as 0*08 g« (6*5^)* 
In still anotJier experiment, a solution of 1*77 g« (0»005 
mole} of triphenylantiiBony and 0*005 aole of n-butyllithitira in 
60 oc« of ether waa stirred for ten minutea and carbonated, 
'fhe carbonation residue was extracted with 50 ce» of lOj^ 
potaasiiaa hydroxide. The basic solution was boiled with a 
little Horite^ filtered, acidified with concd# hydrochloric 
acid» and cooled with ice* The benzoic acid {mixed p«) waa 
filtered off end cosounted to 0,051 g* (8*3^)* The ether solu­
tion, remining after the potassium hydroxide extraction, 
yielded 0#5 g« {23»2%) of triphenylantimony {mixed m» p.)» 
In two checks of this last experiment, yields of 0*0f0 g, 
{3L1«4^}, and 0#060 g« (9*8^) of benzoic acid were obtained, 
Heaction Tri-£*tolylantimony with n-Butyllithitoa 
A solution of 1«98 g, {0«005 mole) of tri-£-tolylantimony 
and 0»005 mole of n-butyllithium in 60 cc, of ether was 
stirred for ten minutes and carbonated. Before oarbonation the 
solution exhibited a yellow color. The acid waa separated by 
a potassii2m hydroxide extraction* The ^ -toluic acid {mixed 
m* p«) waa crystallissed from water. The yield was 0*040 g* 
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la a eheok experlraent, there «as obtained 0»044 g* {&»&%) 
of £-toXuic acid* 
Reaction of Tri-^-chlorc^henylantliaony 
with n-Butyllithlua 
A solution of S#28 g, (0»005 mole) of tri-£-chlorophenyl-
antimongr and 0»005 mole of n-butyllithium in 60 oc» of ether 
was stirred for ten minutes and carbonated* When the butyl* 
lithlvtm and the stiblne were mixed^ a deep red color appeared* 
This color progresslYely changed to deep brown, and then to 
deep pux^le at the end of the ten Minute period* The carbona-
tion residue was extracted with 30 cc* of 10^ potassium hydrox­
ide* fhe basic solution was boiled with a little Horite, 
filtered and acidified* Using a Saxiilet extractor, the £«• 
chlorobensolc acid was removed from the precipitate* This 
acid (mixed m« p*) amounted to 0*3 g* (33*0^}* 
la a check experiment, there resulted 0*89 g* {36*9J^) of 
g^-chlorobenzoic acid* 
Beactlon of Diphenyl-cd-naphthylantimony 
mlth n-ButylllthiiiiB 
A solution of 2*02 g* (0*005 mole} of dlpbenyl-b^mphthyl-
antiaony and 0*006 mole of n-butyllithlum was stirred for ten 
minutes* A brilliant red color, which faded but slightly at the 
end of the above time Interval, was prodviced* Tl:» solution was 
then peiared on d3?y io«# iKie earbonation mixture was extraeted 
with 10% potassium hydroxideaM the basio solution filtered 
and aoidified* The precipitate was boiled with 100 oc» of 
water, the mixture filtered, and tiie filtrate allowed to cool# 
The crystals of ^naphthoic acid amounted to 0«134 g# 
aieltlng point was 159-160®# k trace of benzoic 
aeid (mixed m* p«} was isolated* 
Biaotion ©f Dlph»iqr:yBealtylanti»ony with j|-lutyllithlum 
4 solution of 1»98 g* {0»005 aiole) of dlphenylaiesityl-' 
antlaox^ and 0«005 mole of n*butyllithiiiia in 60 cc» of ether 
was stirred for tea minutes anwa carbonated^ After the addi­
tion of the n»butylllthluffl^ the solution turned yellowl8h«» 
green in color* fhe carbonatlon residue was extracted with 25 
CO* ^  IC^ pot&sslt^ra li^fdroxlde* The basic solution was 
acldifledt and the resulting mixture was wax^d and filtered* 
fhe residue was washed with water* dried, and extracted with 
2S cc# of hot petroleum ether (b#p«, 85*110^)» The petroleum 
ether contaiz^ only a ssiall amount of non<*^ltlng material# 
Ths Mkqvmma filtrate above was nsade basic and evaporated 
to a volume of about 00 cc# The solution was acidified and 
cooled# The precipitate was filtered off and amounted to 
0*06S gv {10#2^) of bensoic acid (mixed m« p*)* A 1S#8 per 
cent recovery of dlphenyli^sitylantlmony was realized# 
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Btaetlon of Diphenyl-£-chloroph©nylantiBioia.y 
with a-Butyllithi«ia 
A solution of 1»94 g* (0»005 mole) of diphenyl-£-chl0P0-' 
phenylantimony and 0*005 ntol@ of n-butyllitiiiiaa was stlrrod for 
ten minutes and carbonated, ^ brilliant red color appeared 
iamdiately on mixing th® two coaQ)o\mdfl, but changed to brown 
at th© end of the ten minutes# 5?he carbonation mixture was ex­
tracted with 25 cc« of 10^ potassium hydroxide# fhia basic so­
lution was boiled with lorite, filtered and acidified# The 
warm aixtxire was filtered, and the filtrate extracted with 
ether, The ether solution yielded 0,0S4 g# (3#94^) of benssoic 
acid {mixed Mt» p#) after evaporation* 
fhe residue from the above filti^tlon was extracted with 
water using a Soxhlet extractor* %ore resulted 0*16 g« 
{gO»g^) of £-ehioroben«oic acid* 
Beaction of Tetjwaphenylgermaniuaa with n-Butylllthium 
To a suspension of 1*0 g* (0*0026 mole) of tetraphenyl-
genaaniua in 25 cc* of ether was added 0,011 mole of n-butyl-
llthi\aa in 30 cc* of ether# After standing for sixteen hours 
the mixture was carbonated* Hinety-seven per cent of the R^M 
CQi^^oad was recovered* Ho Iwnzoic acid was obtained* 
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R«aetlon of tertw-Butylllthltmi vitli 
Tetraphei^lgennanluja 
To 0#95 g» (0«0025 mole) of tetrapbenylgezmnlum was 
added 0.065 stole of tert*»butylllthlxim In 100 co. of 
petroletffii etlmi? (b«p«, 28-38®)# The alxtuiHj waa reflijxed for 
nlmty-slx hotirs and carbonated. The recovery of tetraphenyl-
gerssaniuia naa almost quantitative* Ho benssoie acid was forsied* 
In another experiment, the low boiling petrolexioi was re­
moved and petroleum etl^r (b»p»,79-116®) was added. The 
aixtiire was reflusted for twenty-four hours and carbonated. Ho 
reaction had oocurred. 
Beactlon of Tetx«phenylsillcon with ^ -Butyllithiua 
To a suspension of 1*12 g. (0*0033 mole) of tetraphenyl-
silicon in 25 oo. of ether was added 0.011 mole of j^butyl-
lithium in 30 ce. of ether. After sixteen hours the mixture 
was carbonated# A 94 per cent recovery of the silicon com-
potind was realised. Ho bensoic aold could be isolated. 
Reaction of Trlethylbismuth with Triphenylantlmony 
To a stirred solution of 1»79 g, (0,006 mole) of trlethyl-
blsmuth in 100 co» of dry benssene was added 2.12 g. (0*006 mole) 
of trlphenylantimony. Very little visible change was observed 
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wboxji the solution was 2*efluxed for tusnty-four hoiara# Ib« so-
lutioB was eooled on ice and aatiirated with ohlorlne gas* Then 
the excess chlorine was remoired by sweeping dry air through the 
solution* An aliquot portion was removed and 1 oc* of ^ ^hloro-
phenylaagneaiiiffl br<wBide was added, but no color ajipeared# 
Hydrolysis of this test solution did not promote any color 
iX6'7)m The benzene was then distilled off imder reduced pres-
avj?e^ and the residue dissolved in 25 ec# of beneene. Aleohol 
(175 e©.) was added# The solution was allowed to evapoi«te 
slowly# %© crystals of triphenylantlmony dichloride (mixed 
m^p.) amounted to 2*0 g» {78#6^)« 
Beaotion of Trl-n-butylbiamuth with 
frlphenylarsenic 
To a solution of 3<»7 g« {0#0098 laola) of trl-n-butyl-
bismuth in 100 oe» of dry bensene was added 3«0 g« (0»0098 mole) 
of tripi^BEQrlarsenlc. The mixture, after the chlorine treat-
imnt, gave a negative test for trlphenylbisauth diohloride. 
CISTS') A eolor forB»tion would have indicated the presence of 
triphenylbismuth diehloride. See Gllnan and Yablianky, 
ibid*. 63. 839 (1941). 
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DISCUSSION 
Tbe experiments in this work indicate q\iit« eleftS'ly th® 
unstable nature of the organometallic caapounda of the tpana-
itloiml ele^ntsy s\ich aa silvercopper^ gold» zix^oniusi# 
tantaXusiy iron^ nickel and chromiiaK* The dect^igposltlon of 
these derivatives undoubtedly gives free radicals aa the pri­
mary prodiiet^ The fate of the free radicals is probably 
dependent on several factors. 
One Influence on the fate of the free radicals is the 
position of the aetal in the A-*, or B-family. For example, 
wethylmgnesiiaa chloride reacted with zirconiiaiii tet:rochloride 
(A-family, Group IV) to give methane, With copper, silver 
and gold (B-faailyi, Group I) halldes, reactive methyliaetalllc 
oa®pounds gave etMne, the ooi^ling product. It seems to be 
quite generally true th^it with the lower alkylate tall ic compounds, 
the halides of mtals placed in the A-faaiily do not give coup­
ling, whereas the halides of aietals placed in the B-family do 
give coupling# 
Another infl\:^nce is the presence of catalytic factors# 
As an Illustration, In so®e laetal halide reactions with a^thyl-
llthltaa or laethyliaagnesiura chloride, the inetal initially 
fone^d in the deco^qposition of the organcraetallic cc^ound, or 
unused i^tal halide, may alter the course of reaction of the 
free a^thyl radicals* Also, the presence of lithium or laagnesluai 
l^lides laay play an iii5)0rtant role in the ultiiKite fate of tl» 
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free methyl fraga»nts, reaaons explain the formation of 
isethane along with th® predaainant ethane# 
fh© theraaal deeof^oaition of dimethylgold hromide la an 
example of a dispri^ortionation which is s^wiwhat related to the 
xmndtaa 2*edlstribution reactions carried out by Callngaert aM 
co-workers (168)« The b3?eakdown of the gold ct^ound probably 
takes place in aoeordanoe with the following equations! 
2 (GHg)gA\iB3E» ^ 2 CH^AuBrg + 2 (C^)gAU I 
2 (CH5)2AU ^ 6 CHg, -f- 2 Au II 
6 CHg# ^ 3 CgHg III 
2 ^ (CHg)gAuBr + AuBr^ lY 
The triaethylgoldjj formed as indicated in equation I, show# 
only a transitory existence and probably decoapoaes to give 
free methyl mdieals (eqimtion II) which in turn unite to pro­
duce etlmx»a (equation III}* Sixioe pure ethane was fon^d, 
side reactions of th® free methyl radical must not be (grat­
ing. 
Although BAVX2 GC»i^ounda decoissjose in the absence of 
solvents in the following laanner <67)s 
RAUXg —> RX -f- AuX 
in the preseme of an organic solvent like ether, thi aethyl-
gold dibromide can give diraethylgold brc®iide and tribroa.tde in 
accordance with equation IV* 7his dispreportionation is the 
sost logical explanation for the production of gold tribroaide, 
(168j See earlier references* 
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m 
tPh8 ©at&lytic effect of the various metal halldes, aueh 
as gold trlbromid®, nlckslous chloride, ferrous chloride and 
ferric chloride, on the reaction of organoaietallic COB^OUI^S 
with organic halides is very noticeable, ©lis type of process 
has often been of synthetic value. 
The bluish-purple suaponsion In the reaction of stethyl-
lithium with laethyl iodide in tlie presence gold tribroaide, 
is probably due to the presence of colloidal gold# A plaus­
ible explanation for the formation of colloidal gold, and also 
tkm catalytic effect, aay be elucidated by the following 
equations: 
12 CHgLi -+ 4 AuBTg > 4 Au H- 6 CgHg-f- 12 LlBr V 
4 GH,I + 4 Au \ 2 (CH^)„AuI -f 2 Aul 71 
S ^ 3 2 
B (CHglgAuI -I- 2 GHgLi ^ G Au -F- 3 GgHg-F 2 Lll VJl 
2 CH3I -I- 2 Aul ^ 2 CHgAuIg VIII 
2 CH,AuI--i- 4 CH W y 2 Au -f 3 C„H 4- 4 Lll DC 
5 2 3 ^ ' 80 
The initial eclloldal gold is formd according to equation ?, 
which need operate no longer after the first reaction# C<»i-
siderlr^ equations VI to IX, Inclusive, It Is apparent that 
the essential reaction is tlie formation of on© mole of ethane 
frcaa one mole of methylllthium and one mole of methyl iodide, 
fhe s^thaz^ probably res Its as a by-produet in the catalytic 
decos^osltion of the trliaethylgold* 
The efficacy of the Iron chlorides and nickelous chloride 
as catalysts In the reaction of phenylaagneslua bromide with 
broraobensene was of the saoie relative degree as that of gold 
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tribrorald©. Tha aochanism of these coupling re&ctlons i a  "best 
represented by the reactions postulated by Kharasch and co­
workers (169 )• 1?he yields of biphenyl would Indleate that 
ti» broffiobenzene does not enter into the foraation of the 
coi^led product, but only fuamishes free phenyl radicals which 
are catalytlcally polyaerized. 
In vie» of the fact that the tetraphenylsilicon and 
-germwiiua eca^ouiads do not undergo raetal-nietal interconver-
sions with n»butyllithiuBi, it was desirable to att6H5)t n^taJLa-
tlona with stronger s^talating agents (170), such as tert»-
butyllithiiaa# However, even after a long period of refluxing 
with tert.-butyllithium, tetraphenylger^niuaj i^iaained un­
changed* 
The failure <xC a c^ngjound to respond to a B»talHn»tal 
interconveraion may be an indication of its non-metallic 
character* Hote the break between tin and lead confounds on 
the one hand, and the germanium and silicon confounds on the 
other# 
Antimony cosigpounds \indergo the laetal-aietal interconver­
aion quite readily, although to a leaser extent than those of 
bismuth* jg-Butyllithium was tlie organometallic used as the 
cleaving agent* The reaction can be represented as followst 
RgSb -h n-C^HgM > RgSbC^Hg-n RLl 
am) ^0 p* ^4. 
<170) Gilsian, Moore, and Baine, J* daem. Soc*« 63» 2479 
0.941^ 
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The aiBoiint of jRLi oo^ound was detemiined by carboiiation to 
giv© th® corresponding acid* 
fh© results of the cleavage of some antimony congjounda 
are summarized in Tabl© !• 
Table I 
Beactiona of n»Batyllithium with Symi^trlcal and 
Unayraoietrleal Triarylantimony Ccaa^oui^a 
AntlaiOTiy Ccmpoustd t Aeid product jYield of Acid {%) 
I i Ca) 
Tr iphexiylant iaony Betusolc S«3,^ 11*4 , 9.8 
Tri-£-t olylant Imony £-Toluic 5»9 f 6«5 
Trl-£-»chlorophenylantimony £-Chlorob©n2oio 
o
 • 
CO to 
,36*9 
Dlphenyl-cti-naphthylant Imony i f O 15.5 
Benzoic Trace 
Dipheaylaie sitylant iratony Benzoic 10,2 
Dlphenyl-£-chlor<^h®nyl-
antlxBony £-Chlorobenz oic 20.2 
Benzoic 3.9 
(a) These easperimenta nere r\jn under conditions cca^arable to 
each other and to the correapondlng experimenta on 
bismuth <98, 166). 
fudging frcaa tb® cleavage of the symmetrical cos^oimda, 
the ease with which the radicals are cleaved decreasea in thla 
orderi £»chloroph®nyl, phenyl and £-tolyl» The cleavage of 
the unsyiBBKitrical ©Qa5)ouM8 glvea the decreasing order of 
labilltyj £-chlorophenyl, c^naphthyl, phenyl and mealtyl# 
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The probable arpangement for the entire series of radicals in 
dteereaaing amount of cleavage is as followst g-chlorc^henylf 
^•onaphthylj, pi^nyl, £-tolyl and laesityl# This series is in 
entire accord with that based on the cleavage of the unsym-
metrical triarylbismuth coi^oiinds (98), 
On the basis of cleavage from unsyasn^trjcal meroiirials 
by hydrogen chloride, the above radicals possess the follow­
ing order of deczHsasing labllitys laesityl, g/l-naphthyl, 
phenyl and £-ohlorophenyl {171 )• It is very apparent that a 
eleavage series of this type depends both upon the metal 
derivative being cleaved, and also the cleaving agent# It 
would be unwise to use one series of cleavage as a basis for 
prediction in an unrelated type of reaction. 
A coniparison of the liquid ammonia reactions, 
RgSbl + 8 Na > RgSblte + MI 
HgSblia -1- IR» > f^SbR* -H Nal 
and tli^ method using the Grlgnard reagent, 
RgSbX + R'MgX ^ RgSbR* + MgXg 
for the preparation of imsyaBBetrlcal triarylantiaony confounds 
is of value* In general, because of the expensive nature of 
liquid ammonia, the preparation involving that reagent is to 
be avoided* Also, only the dlarylantimony iodide cas^oiuads 
my be utilized in this reaction* The preparation of the 
(171) Kb&r&s&h, Legault, and Sprowls, J# Qrg» Chem,> 3, 
409 (1938)} Sluirasch and FlennerJ J* Am* Chem* ^ oo*» 
54 , 674 (1932). "" 
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Iodide requires an additional step» Tlw yields in liquid 
aacaonia are genei^lly much lower. Contrary to expectations, 
the use of liquid aaaaonia does not cause any uadue difficulties, 
and but few precautions are necessary. 
The preparation using the Grignard reagent involves the 
utilisation of diarylantimony chlorides. This inaction gives 
moi^ impurities tiian the aaEionia reaction, hut the yields are 
better* With the very sensitive, low-melting unsyraBWtrical 
organoantimony coa^ounds, it is necessary to add the Grignard 
reagent to the diarylantimony chloride at tl» ten:5)eratur© of 
an ice bath. Higher temperatures give non-crystallizable 
oils. 
The appearance of a transitory green color in tbe reac­
tion of the liquid asBaonia solution of diphenylantimony 
iodide -with metallic sodium may be taken as evidence for the 
formation of diphenylantimony. 
(CgHg)gSbl + m. ^ 
Hhe diphenylantimony then reacts with more sodium to give the 
red diphenylantimony soditaa. 
(06%'s®" + »«-^ (CgHg)gSblta 
fhe same general observations were made with the correspoil­
ing bismuth confound (146). 
Hydrazine hydrate serves as an excellent tool in the re­
duction of pentavttlent antimony coi^ounds. For eauu^le, tri-
^-tolylantimony dichloride is reduced quantitatively to give 
pure tri-£-tolylantimony. 
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la contrast to tli© peaction with th® corresponding bia-
auth Q0®5jounda, hydrazine hydrate doe. not eonvopt the RShXg 
or RgShX derivatives to the RgSb coi^poiinda. Thia is another 
©xan^le of the enhanced stability of the organoantiraony com­
pounds over the derivatives of bismuth* 
It is evident tlmt the random distributiona noted with 
c<a^ouiids of tin, Xead,» mercury, and so on, are not as char­
acteristic of the antimony and bismuth derivatives. For ex-
a^le, triphenylantlmony underwent no reaction with triethyl-
biamuth. This lack of Interconverslon was probably dw to the 
mild conditions. Heating In the absence of solvent would un­
doubtedly promote soa»» exichange of radicals* 
fhe cleavage of triphenylantlmony with hydrogen peroxide 
to give diphenylstibonlc add, 
> (CeHs^sSbOgH + CgHg 
is one of the more dependable methods of dearylation of tri-
arylantimony cca^ounds* This reaction serves as an avenue of 
approach to diarylantimony cojj^ounda* 
The most suitable preparation of diphenylantimony chloride 
is the reduction ©f diphenylstibonlc acid, dissolved in strong 
hydrochloric acid, with stannous chloride. Actually, the 
antim<my cc^ound present in the acid solution is diphenyl­
antimony trichloride, reactions my be 
represented as followsi 
(CgHg)gSbGgH H- 3 HCl > (CgHgjgSbClg-h 2 HgO 
{CgHg)gSbCl3-h SnClg > (CgHg)gSbCl -H Si^l^ 
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This methaa has several advantages over the ot!i©r preparations 
of diphenylantimony chloride# The heating of trlphenyl-
antimoay "ssilth antimony trichloride (172), 
(CgHg}2Sb -|- St)Clg > E^ShCl + RSbClg 
in an autoclave for a prolonged period Is a troublesome reac­
tion to carry out# In addition, it gives a mixture of mono-
and diarylated products* Another method of preparation used 
by Bllcke, Oakdale, and Sralth (160) is a tedious and detailed 
procedure. Involving the following sequence of reactionsj 
CgHgHgCl + SbOl, NanH> CgHgSbOjHBg HHI ) CgHgSbOjHg 
OgHgSbClg > OgHgSbO 
OgHgSbO—^ ACgHgjgSbJ-gO + SbgOjj 
Zr08H5)8Sb7gO +- 2 OHjOOOH ^ S e6H5)aSb0a0CH3 -(- HgO 
(CgHg)gSb0gCCH3-h aci > {CQn^)QSWl -t- CHgCOOH 
Altho\igh the cleavage of triphenylantimony tslth hydrogen per-
CQCide and the reduction of the dlphenylstlbonic acid to dl-
phenylantimony chloride using stannous chloride leave much to 
be desired, this method is still the most acceptable prepaj^i-
tion of dlphenylantimony chloride. 
In spite of the fact that tlie preparation of tlis phenyl-£-
tolylstibonic acid was unsuccessful, it is worth repeating 
because of the theoretical Interest involved. This attempted 
Morgan and Vlning, 'S* Chem, Soc., 117, 777 (1920)* 
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p3?®papation did not confom In procedure to the siiallar 
nwtlxod of foraation of dlphenylstibonic aeid (173)» Ben-
zenediazonium chloride in 5 N hydrochloric acid «a8 treated 
«ith a solution of phenylantimony oxide in a smll amoimt of 
acetic acid and the resulting mixture made alkaline. The 
essential reaction was as follows: 
CeHg^Cl -h CgHgSbO HaOH ^ {Ge%)gSbOgH 
A successful preparation of phenyl-£-tolylstlbonic acid 
would lead to th® preparation of phenyl-£-tolylantlaiony 
chloride In a laanner siiailar to th© preparation of diphenyl-' 
antiaony chloride. The phenyl-£-tolyantimony chloride can 
then be treated with a suitable Grignard confound to give a 
coapletely unsyiametrioal organoantiraony coa^ound^ 
, SbCl + RKgX ^ \ sbB + MgOlX 
Such derivatives are unknown at present. 
(1^5) Schiaidt. Ann.. 461. S35 (1920), 
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swrnm 
k hietorleal avarrej of the existenoe of tP9% radicals In 
the th®a?aial^ electrolytic and photochemical decoa^ositlons of 
organcffli^tallle co^ounds has been mde* Brief discuaslona of 
**orgenoiaetalllc radicals" and the "redistribution reaction® 
have been Included. Methods of detecting and identifying 
free radicals were noted* 
Silver, copper, gold, zirconium, tantalum and chrcaiuai 
halldes were treated, with methylmetallic confounds, and the 
gaaeoiauB products amlyzed« Silver, copper anl gold halides 
gave predooiinantiy ethane; zirconium, tantalum and chrcaalum 
balides gave methane. 
Gold trlbromide catalyzed the coupling of msthyllithium 
with methyl iodide to give ethane. 
Phenylmagnesiim bromide reacted with brcmobenzene in 
the presence of catalytic arao\mta of nickelous cliloride, 
ferrous chloride aM ferric chloride to produce biphenyl. 
The cleavage action of n-butyllithium with scaa© sym-
siotrical and unsyiB»etrical triarylantimony compounds has been 
stt^iied* 
The detailed procedure for a new preparation of diphenyl-
antimony chloride has been included, as well as the prepara­
tion and propei?ties of the following new cos^oundsi tri-g;-
chloropiMJnylantlmony, tri-£-ohlorophenylantimony dichloride. 
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trlsC^-diMetbylamlnc^henyl )antlraony, dlph®nyl<-c^-mphthyl-
antimony^ arid <iip23©nyl-»£-chloroph0nylantlaoii^# 
Hydrazim hydrate iias foiand to be without action on 
RSbXg aM RgSbX coapoimda* However, this reagent smoothly 
converted the RgSbXg derivatives to the R3Sb oojEpounds. 
